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FORSWORO

1. This Military Handbook is approved for use by Naval Sea Systems Command,
Department of the Navy, and is available for use by all Departments and Agencies
of the Department of Defense.

2. Beneficial cowments (recommendations, additions, deletions) and any pertinent
data which may be of use in improving this document should be addressed to:
Comnander, Naval Sea SysternsCommand, SSA 5523, Department of the Navy,
Washington, DC 20362-5101 by using the self-addressed Standardization Document
Improvement Proposal (DO Form 1426) appearing at the end of this document or by
letter.

3. Problems occur with shipboard temperature measurement instrumentation which
necessitate that fleet personnel have the knowledge and experience in the
troubleshooting, selection, and replacement of both the monitoring system (which
includes an analog or digital display) and the sensing device (thermocouple
sensor or resistance thermometer) The troubleshooting and replacement of the
monitoring system is covered by the applicable technical ❑anual. This handbook
was developed to guide the user in the selection, installation and trouble-
shooting of thermocouple sensors and resistance thermometers.
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SCOPE

x. This handbook covers che selection, installation and crouble-
of thermocouple sensors and resistance thermometers that are comstrwted

in accordance with HIL-T-24388

1.2 ~. The thermocouple sensors and resistance thermometers
shall be classified in accordance with the following:

Type.: Resistance thermometer with a platinum element (PRT).

Resistance thermometer with a nickel element (NRT).
Thermocouple type K (KTC).

Configuration: Thermowell (TV).
Bare bulb (BB).
Embedded (FM).

DesiBnaciOn: Sheath length.
Tamperacure range.

2. APPLICABLEDOCUMENTS

2.1 ~.

2.1.1 ~. l%e following specifications form a pare of this
document to the extent specified herein. Unlesg othervise specified, the issues
of these documents are those listed in the issue of the Department of Defense
Index of Specifications and Standards (DoDISS) and supplement thereto, cited in
the solicitation (see 6.2).

SPECIFICATIONS

FEDSRAL
QQ-S-571

QQ-T-390

MILITARY
NIL-C-915

MS3102

MS3106

MIL-T-26270

MIL-T-24388

HS27534

- Solder, Tin Alloy: Tin-Lmad Alloy: and Lead
Alloy.

- Tin Alloy Ingots and Castinga and Laad Alloy
Ingots and Castings (Antifriction !ietal)for
Bearing Application.

- Cable and Cord, Electrical, for Shipboard Use,
General Specification for.

- Conneccor, Receptacle, Electric, Box Moumting,
Solder Contacte, AN Type.

- Connector, Plug, Eleccric, Straight, Solder
Contacts, AN Type.

- Thermmvells for Thermometers and Electrical
Temperature Sensors, General Specification for.

- Thermocouple and Resistance Temperature Element
Assemblies, General Specificar.ion for (Naval
Shipboard).

- Tool, Conr.actInsertion-Extraction, Electrical
Connector.

1
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MILITARY (Continued)

MIL-I-81969/14 - Installing and Removal Tools, Connector Elec-
trical Contact, Type III, class 2, Composition

B.

t41L-I-81969/15 - Installing and Removal Tools, Connector Elec-
trical Contact, Type II, Class 2, Composition A.

MIL-I-81969/17 - Installing and Removal Tools, Connector Elec-
trical Contact, Type I, Class 1, Composition C.

I’SIL-I-81969/19- Installing and Removal Tools, Connector Elec-
trical Contact, Type II, Class 1, Composition C.

MIL-I-81969/29 - Installing and Removal Tools, Connector Elec-
trical Contact, Type II, Class 1, Composition B.

(Unless othervise indicated, copies of federal and military specifications
are available from the Naval Publications and Forms Center, (ATTN: NPODS) , 5801
Tabor Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19120-5099.)

2.1.2 Other Government publication. The following other Government
publication forms a part of this document to the extent specified herein. Unless
othervise specified, the issue is that cited in the solicitation.

●

PUBLICATION

NAVAL SSA SYSTSMS COKKAND (NAVSEA)

O942-LP-O16-1OIO - Gear Reduction Maintenance.

(Application for copies should be addressed to the Naval

Forms Center, (ATTN: NPODS), 5B01 Tabor Avenue, Philadelphia,
Publications and
PA 19120-5099.)

o

2,2 Order of orecedence. In the event of a conflict
this document and the references cited herein, the text of
precedence. Nothing in this document, however, supersedes
regulations unless a specific exemption has been obtained.

3. DEFINITIONS

between the text of
this document takes
applicable laws and

3.1 -. Alunel is a metal that is sometimes used as one of the two
wires which make up a thermocouple. When joined to a-chromel wire, the result is
a type K thermocouple. Alumel metal is magnetic. As a part of a type K
thermocouple, the alumel wire is considered to be the one with a negative
electrical potential. When the wire insulation is color coded, the alumel wire
insulation is color coded red.

3.2 Assemb~ esistance thermometer. The thermo-
couple sensor or resistance thermometer assembly consists of a thermocouple
sensor or resistance thermometer, connection head and connection head extension.
The thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer assembly is applicable to the
thermovell configuration (see figure 1).

3.3 Boss, thennowell. A thermovell boss is an insert or fitting attached
to the piping that attaches the thetmowell to the piping.

2 .!
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0 3.4 ~. Calibration is the process of determining if an Instru-
❑ent is within its specified accuracy limits. This can be accomplished by
developing an error curve so that its reading can be correlated to the”accual
value being measured. For instruments In which en adjustment to its accuracy is
possible, calibrecion can also include adjustments to bring the instrument vlthLn
its specified accuracy limits.

3.5 ~. Chromel is a metal that is sometimes used as one of the m?o
wires which mke up a thermocouple. Uhen joined to an alumel wire, the result is
a type K thermocouple. Chromel metal 1s non-magnetic. As pare of a type K
thermocouple, the chromel wire is considered to be the one with a positive
electrical potential.

3.6 wfre end .
A connecting wire end closure is a seal that is impenetrable to liquid or gases
and is located at the opposite end of a sheath from an element (see figure 2).

3.7 The connecting wires are a
part of the resistance thermometer and set%w as a means to electrically connect
the resistance thermometer element co an external terminal board or co internal
connector receptacle pins. The connecting wires originate at the resistance
thermometer element, run up the inside of the sheath, and pass through the
connecting wire end closure. The free ends of the connecting wires are either
attached to an external terminal board or are soldered to internal connector
receptacle pins.

e 3.8 The connecting wires are a
portion of the thermocouple sensor that originates on both sides of, but does not
include the ❑easuring junction. The connecting wires originate at the ❑easuring
jurrcgion,run up the inside of the sheath, and pass through the connecting wire
end closure. The free ends of the connecting wires are either attached to an
external terminal board or are crimped to internal connector receptacle pins (see
figure 2).

3.9 ~. The connection head is an encasement that holds the
terminal board and acts as n junction box for connecting wires and extension
wires. This item ia applicable to the thermowell configuration (see figure 1).

3.10 ~. The connection head extension is a piece
of tubing or pipe with threaded ends used co attach the connectionhead to the
tharmovall (see figure 1).

3.11 ~. The electrical contact is a current carrying
part of the electrical connector that is in the form of either a pin or a socket.

3.12 ~. A decade box is an assembly of resistors whose individual
values vary in multiples of ones, tens, and hundreds. f!y setting each selector
switch, a particular resistance can be obtained.

3.13 ~. A double foot is the combined length of a pair of wires,
each being 1 foot in length. This term is normally associated with measuring

a

resistance of thermocouple wire.

3
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3.14 pouble reversal. (See Reversal, double ) .0
3.15 Uectrical cOnnectOK. An electrical connector is a connector with a

receptacle end and a plug end that is used to electrically connect the end of a
cable run to a junction box, monitoring system, or other instrumentation. The
electrical connector contacts are attached to the ends of the wires either by
soldering or by crimping. The electrical connector is also known as an MS
connector, a Cannon plug, a Bendix connector, a BNC connector, or by some other
nsme.

3.16 u~ ce. Electrical interference is any undesired
electrical or electromagnetic signal that interferes with the reception of
desired signals.

3.17 electrical leakaze. Electrical leakage is an undesired penetration of
electromagnetic radiation into openings (joints or cracks) in the shielding cable
or monitoring system.

3.18 electromotive force. Electromotive force is the difference of
potential produced by sources of electrical energy that can be used to drive
currents through circuits.

3.19 Element. resistance thermometez. A resistance thermometer element is
composed of a nickel or platinum wire wrapped around a mandrel that behaves like
a variable resistor when influenced by temperature. The element is manufactured
so that it produces a precise resistance versus temperature relationship (see
figure 2). ●

3.20 Element. thermocoup le sensor. A thermocouple sensor element is
another term for thermocouple.

3.21 Error. zero adiustm ent. Zero adjustment error iS the adjustment of

the entire range of an instrument back to a reference point.

3.22 &tension wire. The extension wire is located between the thermo-

couple sensor or the resistance thermometer and the ❑onitoring system. The
extension wire serves to electrically connect either of these two types of

sensors to that monitoring system.

3.23 QSJS.QL. A gasket is a preformed, shapeable article that is placed
betveen tvo adjoining parts to prevent electromagnetic radiation or fluid
penetration into or escape from an enclosure or system. The primaty function of

a gasket iS to isolate or seal, whereas a washer is used to provide an increased
surface area or prevent movement.

3.24 w. The gauge is the thickness of a wire. The thickness is an
since it is a factor in determining the resistance and pull,important dimension

strength of a wire.

3.25 pronmet.
stuffing tube. Its

A grommet is a flexible piece that is a part of the nylon
function is to provide a watertight seal.

4 ,,
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● 3.26 =. Ground refers to any one of the following conditions. l%e
ground can be considered as the electrical, neutral line having the same poten-
tial as the ship’s hull, the negative side of the direct current (dt) power
supply, or the reference point for an electrical system.

3.27 @ound -. Ground loops exist vhen two or more points in an
electrical system are at ground potential and cause a conducting path.

3.28 ~. (See Connecting wire end enclosure.)

3.29 Minimum insr.rumentation
immersion depth is the depth chat a resistance che.t-mometeror thermocouple sensor
must be immersed, such that a lesser iumereion results in a change in the
indicated temperature beyond the accuracy limits.

3.30 ~. The ‘instrumentation immersion depth.
is the depth to which the thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer sheath

penecretes below the surface of che ❑edium being measured.

3.31 deut~ermo velL. The thermowell immersion depth is the
depth to which the thermowell penetrates below the surface of the medium being
measured. In a pipe or vessel chat is full of fluid, this distance is the same
as the thermowell insertion length.

3.32 ~. me insc-encation insertion

e length is the length from the bottom of the thermocouple sensor or resistance
thermometer external threads to the tip of the sheath. The extension threads are
chose threads that mace with the internal threads in the thermowell, pipe, or

vessel (see figures 1 and 5).

3.33 ~. The thermowell insertion length is the
length from the bottom of the thermowell weld (that connects the thermowell to
the boss), mating threads (with the pipe or vessel) or flange to the thermowell
tip.

3.36 ~. The interior sheath insulation is
composed of a magnesium oxide powder, an aluminum oxide powder, or a solid
ceramic cylinder with penetration holes located inside the resistance chermomecer
or thermocouple sensor sheath. The purpose of this insulation is to isolate the
connecting wires from the sheath and from each other. ThiS il15Uhti0n a150
electrically isolates the resistance thermometer element or thermocouple sensor
measuring junction from the sheath.

3.35 ~. An inccrumentation electrical jack
is an electrical connection fitting constmcted for use in a fixed location such
a.eon a panel, enclosure (instrumentation case), or circufc board that contains
one or more electrical contacts that mate both electrically and ❑echanically with
one or more contaccs in a plug of a compatible physical configuration.

3.36 Jack. test An instrumentation
electrical test point jack is a single conduccor jack containing one small
diameter socket to which the pin of a test point plug can be inserted.

o
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3.37 Junction boX. A junction box is a protective enclosure for electrical ●
connect ions. If required, it is located betveen the thermocouple sensor assembly
or resistance thermometer assembly and the monitoring system.

3.38 Junction. rrounded thermOCOUDle A grounded thermocouple junction is

a thermocouple sensor construction where the element is in electrical contact
with the sheath.

3.39 Juc o u~ e. An ungrounded thermocouple
junction is a thermocouple sensor ~onst~ction where the element is insulated
from the sheath.

3.40 ~. A lead is the uninsulated part of the connecting and extension
wires that is used to ❑ake electrical comections with the tetminal board and
electrical connector.

3.41 J.eadwire. A lead wire is used to electrically connect one extension
wire to an instrument.

3.42 ~easurirvzIunction. A ❑easuring junction is the point on a thermo-
couple where the two wires, each made from different metals, are welded together.
l%is is the same point or junction of a thermocouple that is subjected to the
temperature being measured. When the measuring junction is at a higher tempera-
ture than the reference junction, the ❑easuring junction is commonly called the
hot junction (see figure 2).

3.43 ~. 14ediumis the fluid in which a resistance thermometer or ●
thermocouple sensor is placed to measure temperature.

3.44 Uillivolt potentiometer (mV POT~. A device that simulates or receives

a Wtentii+l difference in a mV range is a mV POT.

‘3.45 ~mum immersicm deoth. (See Immersion depth, ❑inimum.)

3.46 Monitoring svstem. The ❑onitoring system is the instrumentation that
receives an electrical response from a thermocouple sensor or resistance
thermometer. This instrumentation may also convert this response to temperature
readings.

3.47 QhmmeteK. An ohmmeter is an instrument for ❑easuring electrical
resistance that contains either one or various scales that provide a range of
graduation in ohms.

3.68 latch cord. A patch cord is a wire used to electrically connect one
extension wire to another extension wire or a wire used to electrically connect
an extension wire to a ground path. Spade lugs, pin and socket adapters are used
with patch cords (see figure 3).

3..49 E_i3Lelectrical.
contact that is constructed
contact (the socket).

An electrical pin is a straight and usually solid
to mate with and be inserted into another type of

6
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3.50

3.51

~. (See Jack, test point, electrical, instrumentation.)

~. The electrical comector plug is the part
of a two-piece multiple contacc electrical connector that is on che end of a cord
or cable.

3.52 ~. An instrumentation electrical plug
is an electrical connection fitting found on one or both ends of a cord or cable
that conceins one or more electrical contaccs that mate both electrically and
mechanically with one or ❑ore contacts in a jack or receptacle of a compatible
physical configuration.

3.53 RlsiL test~. An instrumentation
electrical test point plug is a single conductor plug containing one small
dicmeter pin for insertion into a test point jack.

3.56 ~. An electrical connector receptacle
is the part of a two-piece multiple concacc electrical connector that is fixed or
stationary. lltereceptacle is the end of the electrical connector chat is on a
thermocouple sensor or res%stmtce thermometer since a thermocouple sensor or
resistance thermometer is considered fixed or scacionary once placed in service.

3.55 ~ lurl@Qo. The reference junccion refers to the two
unattached, free ends of the wires that comprise a thermocouple. These two ends

of the wires are held at 8 stable, knovn temperature. The standard reference
temperature is 32 degrees Fahrenheit (“F); however, any other temperature, as
long as it is known, can be used.

3.56 ~. Resistance is electrical opposition that a device (load)
offers co the flow of dc.

3.57 ~. A resistance thermometer is a cemperacure
measurement device whose element behaves as a variable resistor when influenced
by temperature. This resistance variation is accurately correlated as a function
of temperature. The resistance thermometer consists of a platinum or nickel
element, sheath, interior sheath insulation, connecting wires, and a connecting
wire end closure (see figure 2).

3.58 ~. (see Assembly. rea~stance
thermometer.)

3.59 ~. A variable resistor is constructed so that its
resistance value may be changed without interrupting the circuit to which it is
connected.

3.60 ~. douu . A double reversal ❑eans that there is a reversal of
the polarity of the extension wire at both ends of the cable. It produces
measured errors that may noc be immediately detecced. A double reversal is only

applicable in thermocouple extension wire.

3.61 ~. A single reversal ❑eans that there is a reversal of
the polarity of the extension wires ac one end of the cable. It produces
noticeable measurement errors at the monitoring system.

7
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3.62 w. A sheath is a cylindrical metal tube welded closed at the end
in which the resistance thermometer element or thermocouple sensor measuring
junction is located (see figure 1).

3.63 se reversal. (See Reversal, single.)

3.6h S~S. An electrical socket is a hollow contact or
cavity that is constructed to mate with and have another type contact (pin)
inserted into its interior. The socket contact is normally used on the side of
the circuit that is providing the power.

3.65 w. A spring is part of a resistance thermometer or thermocouple
sensor used to ensure that the sheath is in contact with the thermowell. The
spring is only used in the thermowell configuration (see figure 1).

3.66 StuffinE tube. nvlon. A nylon stuffing tube is a fitting used for

making electrical cable penetration in naval shipboard enclosures for electrical
equipment. It is classified by numerical sizes.

3.67 ~Q tube. steel. A steel stuffing tube is a fitting used for
making electrical cable penetrations in naval shipboard decks, bulkheads, and
overheads. It is classified by alphabetical sizes.

3.68 Terminal board. A terminal board is a component used to provide a
means to mechanically secure and electrically connect two wires or sets of two
wires.

3.69 Terminal board bindirm screws. Terminal board binding screws are the
screws in the terminal board that are used to mechanically secure and electri-
cally connect two wires or sets of two wires.

3.70 Bermocouule. A thermocouple is a pair of wires in which each wire is
of a different metal. At one end (measuring junction) the two wires are joined,
and at the other end (reference junction), the two wires are individually
connected to a cold junction compensating circuit. Holding the two ends at
different temperatures generates a voltage across the wires. The voltage varies
in relation to the temperature depending on the material of the two wires used.

3.71 ~ermocouvle sensox. A thermocouple sensor is a temperature measure-
ment device whose element is comprised of a thermocouple. The open circuit mV
output generated by the thermocouple is accurately correlated as a function of
temperature. The thermocouple sensor consists of the thermocouple, sheath,
interior sheath insulation, and connecting wire end closure (see figure 2).

3.72 nenno.eu. A thermowell is a closed-end tube constructed to protect
the thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer sheath from adverse conditions
such as a corrosive environment, high pressures, and large flow rates. The
thermowell is connected to and becomes an integral part of the pressure boundary
(piping) of the system. The thermowell material is constructed to be compatible
with the sheath material. The thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer can
be removed from the thermowell without disturbing the pressure boundary (see
figure 1).

●
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3.73 a. The tip is the end of the sheath in which the resistance

thermometer element or the thermocouple ❑easuring junction is located.

3.76 ~. (See Resistor, variable.)

3.75 w. A washer is eir,hera thin, flat, hollow-centered, circular
plate that 1s umd to widen the distribution of the load onto a mating surface
a thin, flattened ring-shaped component, somatimeo externally or internally
serrated, that is used to prevent movement from occurring between adjaeent
surfaces. The primary function of a gasket is to isolate or seal, whereas a
washer is used to provide an increased surface area or prevent movement.

3.76 ~. (See Error, zero adjustment. )

4. CENSRAL RSQUIRSt4~S

or

fa.1 ~. Resistance thermometers, thermocouple sensore
and appropriate wiring cable shall be selected in accordance with the following
guidelines.

4.1.1 Resistance the~ e. The two different elements have separate
mmperacure ranges:

(a) Nickel: minus 60 to 600”F.
(b) Platinum: minus 40 co 1000”F for thermowell and bare bulb

configurations, ❑inus 40 to 400”F for embedded
configuration.

~.1.l.l Quuas.s. Resistance thermometers have high accuracy, excellent
stability, and reproducibility, but are slow in response. They are easily
interchangeable, but damage easily if noc handled properly. They can be matched
to close tolerances for temperature difference ❑easurements.

4.1.1. z ~. R-l-- ‘h--t-’
with platinum elements shall be specified for all new construction and new
instrument installations. Resistance thermometers with nickel elements shall be
restricted to retrofits and replacements only.

f$.1.z ~. me K thermocouple sensors cover a tempera-
ture range of ❑inus 40 co 1500”F for the thermowell and bare bulb configuration
and a temperature range of minus fJOto 400”F for the embedded configuracion.

4.1.2.1 ~. These sensors are of a simple consccuctlon.
A small single output 1s produced that requires sensitive measuring instruments.
They are lover in cost and have a faster response time than resistance thecmo-
rnetera. Compensation for reference junction temperature shall be required. They
attain high accuracy, but with use are subject co changes within the accuracy
limit. These changes become more pronounced as the temperatureincreaaea. They
are preferable for use with thennowella having a 2-inch immersion depth because
the thermocouple sensor minimum immersion depth is significantly smaller than
that of a resistance thermometer (see 6.2.4).

9
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4.1.3 Extengi n b Requirements for wire shall be as specified in
4.1.3.1 through 4.1°3.~.

4.1.3.1 lfinim~ wire eau.zex. Single wires and pairs smaller than 16-gauge
shall not be used because they do not have sufficient strength for pulling. When
used in reinforced bundles to provide strength for pulling, 20-gauge and smaller
wire may be used.

h.1.3.2 ~ermocouule ❑onitoring svstem%. The electrical resistance
permissible on the extension wire puts limitations on the type of mV instruments
that may be used. The older thermocouple mV POT monitoring systernsrequire a
definite resistance for the combined extension wire and sensor. (Excess exten-
sion wire needed to provide a precise value for resistance, but not length, shall
be coiled in the instrument.) Other mV POTS do not require that a definite
resistance (length) be used. The ❑aximum resistance (length) of extension wire
that may be used shall be specified. Electronic instruments generally have a
high enough resistance so they do not place a restraint on the length of the
extension wires found on shipboard applications.

4.1.3.3 ~e.sistante thermometer monito- svstems Two wire resistance
thermometer ❑onitoring systems also require that an adjustment be made to
compensate for the precise length of extension wire.

4.1.4 JZxtensionwire cable. Requirements for extension wire cable shall be
as specified in 4.1.4.1 through 4.1.4.3.

4.1.4.1 General requirements Extension wire cable used for installation
of temperature ❑onitoring systems shall conform to 141L-C- 915. The specific

cables that shall be used are specified in table 1. The number of conductors or
triads required in the application may be different than the ones specified in
table 1. If that is the case, the applicable type of cable specified in table I
shall be acquired corresponding to the same requirements and number of conductors
or triads needed.

10
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TAMS 1.

TAB~ I(a). ~.

No. of Nominal Nominal Cable Approx. Bend
CDRS in diameter of area of (od) max wt. per radius

Type cable CDR (inch) CDR (KM) (inch) foot-poundn nin (inch)

TCKX-1 2 0.060 2.828 0.456 0.105 2.5
TCKX-3 6 .060 2.828 .742 .250 6.0
TCKX-7 lfl .060 2.82B .983 .505 5.5
TCSUt-12 Z& .060 2.828 1.269 .830 6.5

T
No. of
CORS ir

Type cable

TSS-fI 3
3SUSJ-3 9
3SW-7 21
3SW -10 30
3SW-14 62
3SW-19 57
3SW-24 72
3SW -30 90
3SW-37 111

Nominal
liamecer of
:DR (inch)

0.076
.066

.01a6

.0d6

.046

.0b6

.046

.0b6

Nominal
area of
:DR (HcM)

4.497
1.620

1.620
1.620
1.620
1.620
1.620
1.620

Cable
:od) max
(inch)

0.500
.700

1.190
1.290
1.430
1.670
1.770
1.930

Approx.
WC. per

:OOK- pounds

0.200
.290

.768
1.022
1.31fJ
1.747
2.094
2.587

Bend
radius
!fn (inch)

1.5
4.5

7.5
8.5
9.0
10.5
11.0
12.0

NSN
61h5

948-6135
901-6242
542-6703
542-6703

NSN
6165

905-6795
110-6289
110-2191
110-6567
110-6290
L1O-6578
110-6291
110-6594
110-6293

4.1.4.2 ~. For twe K che~ocouple sensors. we
TcKX exce.nsionwire cable shall be used. TCKX stands for Thermocouple, tlulci
Pairs that contains silicone rubber insulation on one chromel and one alumel
conductor per pair, e silicone rubber jacket, and armor.
I(a).

For details see cable
Color coding shall be” in accordance with table 11.

11 .,
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TABLS II. Color identification code for the~OCOuDle sensOr cable.

Pair
number

1
2
3
.!$

5
6

7
8

9

10
11
12

Alumel

Red
Red
Red
Red

Red
Red
Red
Red

Red
Red
Red
Red

Chrome]

Base color

White
Black
Green
Orange

Blue
White
White
White

White
White
Black
Green

Trace color

-----
. . ..-
.----
. . ..-

. . . . .

Black
Green
Orange

Blue
Red
White
White

4.1.6.3 P1 tinum and nickel elements. For resistance thermometer with
platinum or nick~l elements, type TSS or 3sWU extension wire cable shall be used.
TSS stands for Three Conductor, Special purpose, Shielded that contains a rubber
insulation, overall braided shield, and a polychloroprene jacket. Triads,
Shielded, Watertight, Unarmored, abbreviated 3SWU, contain a polyethylene
insulation, braided shield over each triad, overall polyvinyl chloride jacket and
have no armor. For details see table I(b). There is no specific color code for
wire insulation on this type of cable.

.i.l.5 Electrical cormectors. Bare bulb configuration electrical connector
plugs and the mating electrical connector receptacle attached to the extension
wire shall be equivalent to those listed in table III. If the mating electrical
connector receptacle is a part of a cable assembly specifically constructed for
that installation, an identical cable assembly shall be used in lieu of
constructing the applicable mating electrical connector receptacle in table III
onto the appropriate cable in table 1.

I
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TABLS III. for bare bulb ~.

M. Specification Part number Electrical connector
contact mmterial

receptacle MS3102 )IS3102R-12S-3P
WRT

p1u8 HS3106 HS3106F-12S-3S Nickel-plated

copper alloy

receptacle HS3102 2IS3102R-14S-7P
PET

plug US3106 HS3106F-14S-7S

receptacle HS3102 HS3102R-12S-3P Chromel (+)
KTc u

plug MS3106 tsS3106F-12S-3S Alumel (-)

1/ Crinnredcontacts mmde from thermocouple material (chromel and alumel) shall be—.
specified along with the MS part n~ber. Solderad contacts made from copper
are normally provided.

6.1.6 ~. Configurations shall be as specifted in 6.1.6.1
through 4.1.6.3.

.4.1.6.1 This configuration is used for applica-
tions where the temperature of the medium shall be measured, and where a break in
the pressure or fluid boundmry (piping system) that is mechanically closed by a
gasket, seal, or other part is noc pennitc8d. 31rethermowell is an integral part
of the pressure or fluid boundary of the system. The thermocouple sensor or
resistance thermometer, placed in a thermowell, does not penetrate the pressure
or fluid boundary and so is not intended to be exposed directly to the medium
(see figures 1 and 6).

fI.1.6.2 ~. This configuration is used for applica-
tions where the thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer shall be directly
immersed into the medium. The sheath contains threads to mechanically secure the
thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer to the system and a gasket to

maintain the pressure or fluid boundary of the system. When selecting this
configuration, comideratiorr shall be given to the material compatibility,
pressure limits, and velocity limir.aof the medium (see figure 5).

4.1.6.3 ~. This configurationshall be used to
provide a measurement of bearing oil film temperature where it ia not feaaible to
place a thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer sheath through the bearing
housing and into the bearing. The chermecouple aemsor or resistance thermometer
shall be embedded directly into the bearing (see fi~re 6).

4.2 ~ Pre-installation consideration shall
comiat of the following (ace 6.2.1 throu~ 6.2.9).

13
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4.2.1 &tension wire runs. One cable with enough conductors to accommodate
multiple thermocouple sensors or resistance thermometers shall be run from the
monitoring system to a junction box. At the junction box, an individual cable
shall be run to each thermocouple sensor assembly or resistance thermometer
assembly. In applications where a precise system accuracy of plus or minus 3°F
is required, an individual cable shall be run from the monitoring system to each
thermocouple sensor assembly or resistance thermometer assembly in one centinuous
run. Junction box connections will introduce errors (especially with thermo-
couple sensors) and shall only be used where unavoidable in an application
requiring precise system accuracy.

4.2.2 fh2ntinuitv check. Each of the connecting wires on the thermocouple

sensor or resistance thermometer shall be checked for continuity. A continuity

check is performed with an ohmmeter. The procedure to perform a continuity check
is specified in 5.6.1.2(c) for thermocouple sensors and in 5.6.2.2(c) for
resistance thermometers

4.2.3 h=inz and in sulation. The effect on the thermocouple due to
lagging and insulation shall be as specified in 4.2.3.1 and 4.2.3.2.

4.2 .3.1 llermocouule sensor assemb~. For the thermowell and embedded
configuration, the thermocouple sensor connecting wires, the extension wires, and
the ❑etal plate on the terminal board may be of different grades of the same
❑aterial. For the bare bulb configuration, the thermocouple sensor connecting
wires , electrical connector receptacle pins, electrical connector plug contacts,
and extension wires may be of different grades of the same material. The point
at which any two of these components come into contact can form another thermo-
couple. ‘A temperature variation or gradient at this contact point will cause a
change in the overall thermocouple sensor mV output. The thermocouple sensor
alone shall be exposed to the temperature gradient while the connection head,
terminal board, or electrical connector shall be at aubient room temperature.
Insulating the connection head, terminal board, or electrical connector would
increase the temperature measurement error caused by the thermocouple effect;
therefore, these items shall not be lagged or insulated.

4.2.3.2 Resistance thermometer assemblv. Different materials or different
grades of the same materials for the connecting wires, extension wires, and
terminal board metal plates/electrical comector pins and sockets may be used in
resistance thermometer construction and installation. In the presence of a
temperature gradient, this will cause what is knovn as the thermocouple effect.
For the reasons identified in 4.2.3.1, the connection head, terminal board, or
electrical connector shall not be lagged or insulated.

4.2.4 Immersion deuth. The thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer
shall be immersed to a depth so that further immersion does not produce a change
in indicated temperature beyond the accuracy limits.

4.2.4.1 ~ermOcOuDle sensor. The measuring junction shall be located
within 1/4 inch from the tip of the sheath for the thermowell and bare bulb
configuration and within 1/8 inch from the tip of the sheath for the embedded
configuration. As a general rule, the ❑inimum iuanersion depth for the thermowell

14
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and bare bulb configurationshould be at least ten times the outsidediameterof
the sheath. For a 1/4-inch sheath diameter, the immersion depth shall be 2-1/2
tnches. The entire sheath of the embedded configuration shall be in contact with
the bearing.

b.z.~.z ~. The element is loceted within the bottom 2
inches from the tIp of the sheath for the thermmvell and bare bulb configuration.
As a general rule, the ❑inimum immersion depth should be et least 2 inches past
the element. The embedded resistance thermometer shell be installed in a
beering, and the entire sheath shall be in contact with the bearing.

4.2.4.3 ~. The imnereion depth of a tharmowell will influence the
temperature being measured by a thermocouple sensor or a resistance thermometer.
In some inctellations, thermmwells with less then the full immersion depth hnve
resulted in the measurement of significanttemperatureerrors. The minimum
thermowelldepth will vary with each particularinstallation,but in no instance
shall the thermovell immersion depth be less than the thermocouple sensor or
resistance thermometer ❑inimum immersion depth.

fb.2.5 ~. v When the accuracy of a thermocouple
semor or e resistance thermometer is in doubt, the thermocouple sensor or
resistance thermometer shall be checked to see if it is etill within the required
eccuracy limits. This accuracy verification does not pertain to embedded
configurations. This shall be done on-site using either a King Nucronics
Corporation portable cemperacure comparator Model 360f+-1-101, a Model 3605, or
eqlu+l. The rvo models are used for cvo separate temperature ranges. The
thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer output signal shall be read on both
the monitoring system and on either an mV POT (thermocouple sensor) or k resist-
ance bridge (resistance thermometer). If the thermocouple sensor or the resise-
nnce thermometer is not within r.hespecified accuracy llmite, then it should be
replaced. If the ❑onitoring system and ❑V POT/resistance bridge readings do not
agree, personnel shall proceed to the troubleshooting procedures (see 5.6.1 and
5.6.2, as applicable). If the two readings do egree, further investigation into
the cause shall be performed as specified in 6.2.5.1 or 4.2.5.2, as applicable.

f+.z.s.l ~. A previously performed on-site accuracy
verification confirmed thet the thermocouple sensor ie within its specified
accuracy 1imits; however, once reinstalled in place, the thermocouple sensor did
not appear to be providing the correct temperature indication. A similar symptom
occurs when the thermocouple sensor is installed in rvo separate locations. In
this latter situation, the same thermocouple sensor would read different tempera-
tures (with the temperature of the medium being the same). In both situatiom
described ebove, some conditions were varied. The conditions include varying the
immersion depth (see 6.2.4.1) and the temperature of the comection head,
termincl board, or electrical connector (see 4.2.3.1). A thermocouple sensor
that is immersed to at least the ❑inimum immersion depth and vhich has the
connectionhead, terminal board, or electrical connector maintained at the
ambient temperature
rure indication.

of the room shall have a minimal discrepancy in the tempera-

)

)

)
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4.2.5 .1.1 ~-nlace check. An in-place check may be performed to confirm Q
that the immersion depth and the temperature variation along the thermocouple
sensor length are responsible for th~ discrepancy in the te~perature ~indication.
The thermocouple sensor in question shall be replaced with one that has been
calibrated at a remote location. The thermocouple sensor (for the thermovell
configuration the thermocouple sensor assembly containing the calibrated thermo-
couple sensor) shall be immersed in the medium. The temperature indication (or
mV output) shall be obtained. Disagreement between the calibrated thermocouple
sensor and the thermocouple sensor under question would indicate an inadequate
immersion depth or a large temperature gradient at the connection head, terminal
block or electrical connector. Correction of these tvo conditions should
eliminate the error in the temperature reading.

4.2.5.2 Kesistance thermomete~. If properly installed so that the minimum
immersion depth criterion is ❑ et (see 4.2.4.2) and the connection head, terminal
block or electrical connector is at ambient temperature (see 4.2.3.1), then the
temperature reading should be the same whether the resistance thermometer was
verified in place, on-site, or at a remote location. An in-place check can be
performed that is similar to the in-place check as specified in 4.2.5.1.1 to
verify an inadequate immersion depth. The conditions that cause a large tempera-
ture gradient at the connection head, terminal block, or electrical connector are
described in 4.2.5.1.

4.2.6 ~QG Before installation, the thermocouple sensor or the
resistance thermometer shall be calibrated at a certified calibration laboratory

4.2.7 ~ermocou e sensorIl r or resistance therm r o f Dingometer em val rom the vi
~. When a thermowell configuration thermocouple sensor or resistance 9
thermometer is removed from a thermowell in the system piping, a plug shall be
installed in the thermowell to prevent stray dirt, oils, or other debris from
entering the thermowell as shown on figure 4. When a bare bulb configuration
thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer is removed from the system piping,
a plug shall be installed in the system piping to prevent”stray dirt, oils, or
other debris from entering the system piping. Once reinstalled and heated to
operating temperature, the stray dirt or other debris causes the thermocouple
sensor or resistance thermometer to seize in the thermowell or the system piping.
Once seized in the thermowell or the system piping, the thermocouple sensor or
resistance thermometer must be drilled out. If not performed carefully, the
drilling process may damage the thermowell or the system piping.

4.2.8 Uectrical interference. Electrical Interference is caused by stray
alternating current (at) or static dc that enters circuitry and which causes
improper operation in the ❑onitoring systern. Electrical interference may reduce
accuracy in analog circuits and may trigger false input and output signals in
both analog and digital circuitry.

4.2.8.1 causes of electrical in erf r nct e. The following are causes of
electrical interference (see (a) through ~e~)

(a) Electrical charges from loose power connections at the monitoring
svstem or I unction box terminal boards.

(b) ~akage pat~s that are a result of deteriorated cable insulation.

d
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(c) Electrical interference experienced on one pair of thermocouple
sensor or resistance thermometer cables by nearby power or
lnscrumentation ceblet?. 2%1s type of electrical interference is
referred to as crosstalk.

(d) Electrostatic interference cauaed by capacitance coupling of two
or more resistance thermometer or thermocouple aemor cablea vhen
those cables are run parallel to pmwer cables.

(e) Electromagnetic interference (ENI) ia introduced vhen cables are
run through arena containing high magnetic fields. Trmumdcters
and generators are good eources of SHI. Damaged or deteriorated
cable shields allow EMI to penetrate to the conductors aridcauae
interference.

4.2.8.2 The following
guidelines shall apply far reducing electrical interference:

(a) Cables shall contain a shield with an insulated jacket.
(b) Resistance chermomecer conductors shall be of equal resistance.
(c) Shielded cable shall be grounded and only at one end. Ground

loops, which may occur if the shield is grounded at ❑ ore than one
point, shall be prevented.

(1) Cables shall be inspected for axcerior damage. Ground loops
and leakage paths UMJybe caused by damaged cables. Damaged
cables shall be repaired or replaced.

(2) A check shall be med. on thermocouple sensors co determine if
they are grounded or ungrounded. Cable shields for resis-
tance thermometers and ungrounded thermocouple sensors shall
be grounded ac the juncefon box or ❑onitoring system. Cable
shields for grounded thermocouple sensors shall be grounded
at the thermocouple sensor end.

(d) EMl may be minimized by keeping resistance thermometer and
thermocouple sensor cables away from power cables and high
voltage generators. Further protection may be obtained by using
twisted pair cabling. The greater the rvist for each foot of
cable, the ,greacer che protection from EMI on cables. Shielding
cables with a ferrous material may also be effective against EKI
penetration.

(e) EMI and crosstalk may both be eliminated by the use of tvfated
pair shielded cable. Electrostatic voltages are canceled by
twisted pair cnblea, and the possibility of crosstalk is
diminished by shielded cables.

(f) EMI is transmitted through unintentional openings in the monitor-
ing syaten cover plates and other access panels. Certain
precautions and procedures shall ba followed to alleviate the
possibility of FM being transmitted into the interior of the
monitoring system circuitry. After all tests are performed and
installations are mode, all parts removed during testing shall be
replaced, especially gaskets, panels, covers and washers. Screws
and gaskets shall be replaced and securely fastened. Loose
acrevs and gaakets will allow S141to be transmitted into the
monitoring system circuitry.

)

)
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.4.2.9 ~ols and test eauinme~. Tables IV(a), IV(b), and IV(c) contain the
tools and test equipment used to perform the installation and troubleshooting
procedures. Patch cords needed to perform troubleshooting procedures are listed
in table V and different configurations are shown on figure 3.

TABLS IV. hist of tOOls. ❑ terfals. ana d test eauiument.

TABLS IV(a). 1 list.

Tools

Screwdrivers
Hold-tight
Phillips
Slotted, small blade
Slotted, heavy duty

Sidecutters, stripping
pliers

Electrician’s knife

Needle nose pliers

Ohmmeter
Digital
Analog

Patch cords w

Millivolt
potentiometer 2/

Resistance bridge U

Temperature comparator
Ndl 3604

3605

Flashlight

Inspection mirror

Decade box X

i245
i245

!128

$122

1682

SEIN

LCA7336
LCA2943
LCA2738
LCA7331

LCA7230

LCA4180

LCA1567

TCDO1O4

LCA4174

LCA2242

NSN

;120-00-618-490[
;120-00-596-085[
i120-00-516-322t
;120-00-913-584:

;110-00-806-9551

il10-00-240-594:

il10-00-240-621:

J9536-8020B
55026-260-6XLP

31922-8686

31922-8064A2

5895-01-094-2571
6685-01-094-277[

6230-00-270-5411

5120-00-278-992(

Instal-
lation

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

Trouble-
shooting

x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

~ Refer to table V for different types.
~ Required for use with thermocouple sensors only.
~ Required for use with resistance thermometers only.
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TABLE IV(b).

Terminal board
Babbitt metal, in accordance with QQ-T-390, grade 2 (approximately fIounces)
Solder, in accordance with QQ-S-571 (for solder comections)
Epoxy resin adhesive, heat-resistant slow drying
RTV silicone adhesive
Solder, flux and brush
Cleaning solvent - pressure-pack spray can
Propane torch or oxyacetylene torch (fhe tip on torch)
Digital multimater (with alligator clip comection leads)
Small electrical drill - 3/16-, 1/4-, 9/32-, l/2-inch drill bits
Small round, half-round and flat files
l/g-inch flat groove chisel
Center punch
Bearing scraper
600.grit wet and dry PaPer
Diesel fuel

TABLS IV(C).

B

T~LE v. ~.

When usinz stack UD standard banana DIUR match cords (referred to as uatch-.
cords) with adapters, use these ❑odels or equivalent.:

Equipment

Banana plug patch

cord

Spade lug adapter

(for use with terminal
board binding screws)

Socket adapter (for usc
with pitlS in phlgS)

Manufacturer

ITT Pomona Electronics

ITI Pomona Electronics

12T Pomona Electronics

Mode1 no.

B-12-O (black cord)
B-12-2 (red cord)

Black adnpters:
1616-0, 37kb-O
Red adapters:
1614-2, 3744-2

Black adapters:
f122socket 4690-0
0.060 socket 3560-0
0.063 socket 3562-O
0.093 socket 3564-0
Red adapters:
#22 socket 4690-2
0.040 eockec 3560-2
0.063 socket 3562-2
0.093 socket 3564-2

)

)

)
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TABLEv. Bwtum!a - Contfnued

Squlpment )lanuf accure.r

Pin adapter or male IIT Pooonc Electronics
(for use with sockets
in receptacle)

)lode 1 no.

Black adcpters:
#22 pin 6691-0

0.040 pin 3561-0
0.063 pin 3563-O
0.093 pin 3565-O

Red adapters:
#22 pin 6691-2

0.D40 pin 3561-2
0.063 pin 3563-2
0.093 pin 3565-2

5. DSTAILSORSQUIRSNSNTS

5.1 Exten.cion wire and
cable entrances shall be installed as specified in 5.2 through 5.5.

5.2 Extension wire ehall be run by one of che NO
methods specified in 6.2.1.

5.2.1 Extension wire length shall be kept as short
as possible unless the ❑onitoring system specifies otherwise. Extensionwires
for each individualresistancethermometershall be the sane length so that the

9
total resistance of each wire 1s the scme. For a resistance thermometer with tvo
connecting wires ,’replacement extension wires shall be at the same fixed length
as the original ones. Also, for this tvo connecting wire configuration, the

original fixed length shall not be shortened. The replacement wire shall have
the same ohms for each foot. (The applicable technicel manual shall be
consulted.)

5.2.2 ~. For nylon stufflng tube cable entrances,
extension wires shall be fastened securely to terminal boards to ensure a solid
electrical connection. For electrical connector cable enr.rancee,extension wires
for thermocouple sensors shall be crimped securely, and resistance thermometers
shall be soldered adequately to ensure solid electrical comecciom.

5.2.3 ~. Extension wires shall be marked, color coded, or othervlse
identified ac each end. The cable shall be marked at the junction box where the
cable terminates.

5.z.b ~. Extension wire cable shields shall be grounded to prevent
interference from power equipment. Umhielded extension wire or other unshielded
instrument wire shall not be run next co a power line in the same wireway.

d
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5.2.5 w CISIW,S. When necemaary, the extension wtres antiother instru- )

❑entatlon wires shall be supported with cable CISMPS. This msy be done by
welding threaded studs to the overhead or bulkhead at a maximum interval of 2
feet. The cable clsmps ehall be threaded onto the threaded studs, the extemion
wire or the imtrument wire placed in the cable clsmp, and the cable clsmp closed
by crimping it.

5.2.6 ~. When overheads,decks and bulkheads must
be penetrated for runs of extension wire or other instrument wire, a eteel
stuffing tube shall be used to ensure that watertight integrity is nintained.
Arrangements with the appropriate shipboard personnel shall be matlato mske the
penetration and install the steel stuffing tube. Once the cable (extem ion wire
or other instrumentation wire) is through the steel stuffing tube, the steel
stuffing tube rings and packing msterial shell be correctly positioned to emure
a watertight seal.

5.3 The extension
wire shall be routed to the connection head terminal board (thermevell configures-
tion), bearing terminal board (embedded configuration), or electrical connector
(bare bulb configuration) (see figures 7 and 8, as applicable). For correct
extension wire cable selection, see table 1.

5.3.1 -O ell nnd embedded t~~Ounle sen-.w For the
thermovell and embedded configuration type K thermocouple sensors, the alumel
extension wire (color coded red) shall be connected to the negative (-) terminal
board binding screw as ehown on figure 8. The chromel exr.ensionwire (see table
11 for color coding) shall be connected to the positive (+) terminal board
binding screw as shovn on figure 8. It shall be ensured chat proper polarity
(positive to positive, negative to negative) is mainr.ainedfrom the connection
head terminal board (thermowell configuration) or bearing terminsl board
(embedded configuration) to the monitoring system.

5.3.2 ~. FOr the bare bulb cOnfiWa-
tion type K thermocouplesensor,alumel extensionwire (color coded red) shall be
inserted and crimped into the negative (-) socket of the electrical connector
receptacle as shown on figure 7. The chromel extension wire (see ceble 11 for
color coding) shall be inserted and crimped to the positive (+) socket of the
electrical connector receptacle as shovn on figure 7. It shall be ensured that
proper polarity (positive to positive, negative co ne8ativs.) 18 maintained from
the electrical connector receptacle to the monitoring system.

5.3.3 ~ and embedded r~ . For the thermovel1
and embedded configuration resistance thermometers, extension wire leads shall be
connected to the appropriate termiml board binding screws as shovn on figure 8.

There ere no specific color codings on extension wires to correspond to the color

codings on the connecting wires. The imulation on the three connecting wires
are color coded red, white, and white, respectively, and are connected co the
corresponding R, V. and V marked terminal board metal links with the terminsl
board binding screws. Some older terminal board ❑etal links may be msrked A, B,
and C. It shall be ensured that the proper terminal board connections are msde
and that color coding is consistent at both ends of the extension wire run. If
there is an electric schematic for the system, color coding on the schematic
shall be used for extension wire connections.

)

)
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5.3.4 Bare bulb resistance thermometers. For the bare bulb configuration
resistance thermometers, the extension wire leads shall be connected ,tothe
appropriate electrical connector receptacle sockets as shovn on figure 7. There
are no specific color codings on the extension wires to correspond to the
specifically marked electrical connector receptacle sockets. For the reslatanbe
thermometers with platinum elements, the electrical connector receptacle sockets
are marked A, B, and C. The extension wire shall be inserted and soldered into
the corresponding A, B, and C marked sockets in the electrical connector
receptacle. For the resistance thermometers with nickel elements, the electrical
connector receptacle sockets are marked A and B. The extension wire shall be
inserted and soldered into the corresponding sockets marked A and B in the
electrical connector receptacle.

5.4 Cable entrances. The cable entrance penetration into junction boxes or
monitoring systems may be made by one of tvo methods: through stuffing tubes or
by electrical connectors. The extension wire cable entrance into the thermowell
configuration thermocouple sensor assembly or resistance thermometer assembly
connection head is ❑ade only with a stuffing tube. The installation procedure
for each of these two types of cable entrances shall be as specified in 5.4.1 and
5.6,2.

5.4.1 MS ta~ stu tie tube. The following procedure shall
be used when installing an extension wire through a nylon stuffing tube to a
junction box, ❑onitoring system, or other instrumentation. (When inserting a
nylon stuffing tube into a thermocouple sensor assembly or a resistance thermo-
meter assembly connecting head, a reducing bushing may be required to interface
the connection head thread with the stuffing tube thread.)

EAErlQE

The ❑onitoring system and junction box terminal board may contain 115 volts ac.
It shall be ensured that electrical power is disconnected from the terminal board
before installing the wire through the nylon stuffing tube, and the system shall
be red tagged

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Plug and nylon stuffing tube cap shall be removed from body of
nylon stuffing tube and the plug discarded.
Nylon stuffing tube cap shall be slid onto cable followed by the
two large rings (see figure 9)

The grommet shall be placed on the cable with the large end first,
followed by the small ring (see figure 9)

‘The wire shall be run through the nylon stuffing tube body and
connected to input terminal board binding screws (see figure 9).
Grommet and rings (large and small) shall be slid into the body of
the nylon stuffing tube. Grommet shall be seated correctly in
the nylon stuffing tube to ensure a watertight seal.

The nylon stuffing tube cap shall be twisted onto the body of the
nylon stuffing tube.

22
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5.4.2 ~. fie fOllOwing procedures
shall be used to install an electrical comector:

The monitoring system and junction box terminal board msy contain 115 volts ac.
It shall be emured that electrical power is discomected from the termiml board
before installing the vire through the nylon stuffing tube, and the syscem shal1
be red tagged.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

The insulation from each conductor on extension wire cable shall
be removed to the dime.nsiom shovn in table V1.
Endbell, ferrule, gromnet and coupling nut shall be slid onto
extension wire cable. The large end of coupling nut shall not be
facing the grommet. (Crocmnetshall fit inside ferrule (see
figure 10).)

The contacts shall be inserted into contact body to form the
contact body assembly (see figure 10). Insertion and removal
tools shall be used as specified in table VII.

Thermocouple conductor leads shall be crimped onto contacts or
resistance thermometer conductor leadn shall be soldered onto
contacts (see figure 10).
The concoct body assembly shall be slid into barrel (see figure
10).

The O-ring shell be slipped onto barrel.
Barrel (containing contact body assembly) shall be screwed into
endbell (containing ferrule and grommet) while lining up contacts
with the grommet (see figure 10).

TABLE VI.

Uire size (AUC) 16 12 8 c1

Length to strip ends (inches) l/6 1/6 7/16 5/8 11/1:
1

TABLS VII. ZQOIS fOr ~

I Rear release I Front release

I !lIL-1-81969/14 I MIL-I-81969/17
HS2753b RS2753b

Rear release Front release

HIL-1-81969/29 MIL-I.81969/19
llIL-I-81969/14
ftIL-I.81969/15

23
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and resistmc e them!zW&XS . The
5.5 Installa iOn Of ‘h ‘“C”UD1t e e sensors

installation of the thermocouple sensors and resistance thermometers shall be as
specified in 5.5.1 throu8h 5.5.5.

Dols. n rials. and test ‘fbetools, materials, and test

~quiP~e~~lneeded to ~VStall the three configu~at~om Of the~OcOuPle sensOrs and

eauip19J&

resistance thermometers are listed in table IV.

5.5.2 Ilv=mowell cOUratiOn Drocedw. The procedure used to install a

thermovell configuration thermocouple sensor assembly or resistance themOmeter
assemblY shall be as specified in 5.5.2(*) ‘hrOu@ 5“5”2(g)(7)”

(a) 1

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

me connecting wire shall be cut and the outer insulation scraped
away for ~ distance of approximately 1-1/2 inches and the a~e
shall be done to the insulation on the individual Wires for a
distance of 1 inch. (A knife shall be used to avoid notching the

wire.) For thermocouple sensors, the chromel COnneCtin& wire
(CO1O= =ded yellow) shall be connected to the positive te~inal
board binding screw 8S shown on figure 8. Distinction be~een

chromel and alumel may be made by use of a ma~et because al~el
iS the ~ore nagnecic Of the two. The al~el COnn~ctLng wire

(color coded red) shall be connected to the negative terminal
board binding screw as shown on figure 8. For resistance

thermometers, single lead (cOIOr coded ‘cd) and ‘he other two
leads (cc.10r coded white) shall be connected to the aPPrOPr~ate

terminal board binding screws as shovn on figure 8.
Wires shall

be wrapped around terminal board binding screws clochise, and
then screws shall be tightened to ensure a solid electrical

connection.
It shall be ensured that the thermocouple Sensor, the resistance

thermc.me ter, and the thermowell are at the minim~ i~ers ion

depth. (For immersion depth, see h.2.4.)

men a themowell iS used, the co~ecti”n ‘cad ‘hall ‘Xtend beyond
the insulation surrounding the piping sYS tem, as shO~ on figure
11. The temperature of the connection head should then be close
to the ambient temperature. l%is shall prevent a large tempera-

ture difference in the extension wire and shall 6iSnifiCantlY

reduce extension wire error. For a thermocouple sensor or

resistance thermometer inside a themowell. bottoming is
practiced to Improve the responsa to te~erature change.

Bottoming consists Of having the tiP pressed ‘ightly against ‘he
end or bottom of the thermowell as show on fiwre 11.

kthenmeasuring high temperatures, the thermocouple sensOr Or
resistance themOmeter shall be installed ‘n an ‘Pright’ ‘ertical
position whenever possible. If the sheath is distorted by

sagging, stress will be placed on the intenal Connecting wires

and element and may cause seizing ‘f the ‘heath ‘“ a ‘hemOwell”
Thermowell induced stress may SISO be aggravated by ‘ot putting
the thermowell in an upright. vertical POsitiOn.

The correct type Of extensiOn wire (see ‘able 1, ‘hall be ‘outed
through the connection head and connected to teminal board
binding screws as shown on figures 7 and 8 (see 5.3) d
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(f) When comae tion head temperatures are hot enough that personnel
could get burned upon contact, adequate protection shall be taken
to screen (isolate) the connection head from personnel in that
area.

(g) AIIinstallation checklist shall comist of the following steps:

(1) It shall be ensured that the nickel element resistance
thermometer, platinum element resistance thermometer, or
type K thermocouple sensor that is @upposed to be installed
in che system ;s what ie presently there (see 5.6.1.2 and
5.6.2.2). It shall be ensured thst the connecting wire is
color coded properly (see 5.5.2(e) ).

(2) It shall be ensured that extamion wire is made of correct
mcterials, minimum gau8e requirement.9 are met, and color

coded wire is connected correctly (see tables I and 11).
(3) It shall be ensured that all electrical connections are

sound. Connecting and extension wires shall be rewrapped
around terminal board binding screws in a clockvise

directfon and the ccrewa tightened (see 5.6.l.l(a) through
(c) and 5.6.2.1(8) through (c)).

(6) It shall be ensured that the thermocouple sensor, resistance

thermometer, and thermovell are placed in the system so that

the minimum hmeraion depth iB met (see 6.2.6) .
(5) It shall be ensured thnc no ❑echanical scrass or vibration is

placed on the extension or connecting wires that could
strain the wires (see 5.5.2(d)).

(6) It shall be ensured that electrical power vires are not

placed in ssme conduit as unshielded excent?ionwire.
(7) It shall be ensured that cable shields are properly grounded

(see 4.2.8.2).

5.5.3 ~. me prOcedure used co inscall a
bare bulb configuration thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer shall be as
specified in 5.5.3(a) through 5.5.3(d)(6).

(a) It shall be ensured that a nev copper gasket (see table IV(c) and
figure 5) is placed betveen the piping and the thermocouple
sensor or the resistance thermometer before inserting the
thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer into the piping.

Personnel shall be caraful not to overtighten and crush the
copper gasket.

(b) The extension wire electrical connector receptacle shall be
inserted into the thermocouple sensor or resistance thermomer.ar
electrical comector plug.

(c) When electrical connector temperatures are hot enough that

personnel could be burned upon contact, adaquste protection shall
be taken to screen (isolate) the electrical connector from

personnel in that area.
(d) Installation checklist shall consist of the following steps:

25
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

It shall be ensured that the nicke1 eIement resistance
thermometer, platinum element resistance thermometer, or
type K thermocouple sensor that is supposed to be installed
in the system is what 15 presently there (see 5.6.1.2 and
5.6.2.2). It shall be emured that the electrical connector
receptacle is compatible with the electrical connector
portion of the thermocouple sensor or resistance thermo-
meter.
It shall be ensured that the extension wire is made of
correct materials, minimum gauge requirements are met, and
color coded wire is connected correctly (see tables I and
II)
It shall be ensured that the thermocouple sensor or resis-
tance thermometer is placed in the system so that the
minimum immersion depth is met (see 4.2.4)
It shall be ensured that no mechanical stress or vibration is
placed on the extension wires that could strain the wires
(see 5.5.2(d)).

It shall be ensured that electrical power wires are not
placed in the same conduit as unshielded extension wire.
It shall be ensured that the cable shields are properly
grounded (see 4.2.8.2).

5.5..4 ~~ acement ocedur The procedure used to
remove and then replace the embedded configuration thermocouple sensor or
resistance thermometer installed in a bearing shall be as specified in 5.5.4
through 5..5.4(x) Before this procedure is used, it is mandatory that the user
has already determined that the location of the trouble is between the electrical
connector and the thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer. Erroneous
temperature readings ❑ay be caused by a faulty thermocouple sensor or resistance
thermometer (bearing), terminal board, electrical connector, or interconnecting
extension and connecting wires (see figures 12 and 13). IIImost instances, the
trouble may be attributed to an open circuit, a short circuit, or poor isolation
to ground. Before replacing the thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer,
it must be proven faulty. The thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer may
be checked at the terminal board with a multimeter as stated in 5.5.4(k). A
troubleshooting procedure for thermocouple sensors is provided in 5.6.1 and for
resistance thermometers in 5.6.2.

(a) In accordance with NAVSSA O942-LP-O16-1O1O, the thermocouple
sensor or resistance thermometer extension wires shall be
disconnected from the electrical connector (see figure 14) The
bearing that contains the faulty thermocouple sensor or resis-
tance thermometer shall be removed from the houslng.

(b) The epoxy in the back groove of the bearing half shall be removed
and cleaned out (see figure 12). It shall be ensured that no
epoxy is left in the back groove from the thermocouple sensor or
resistance thermometer to the terminal board.
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(h)

(i)

(j)
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The thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer termincl board )

shal1 be unscaked and removed from its location in the bearing
half. The thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer
connectins wires shall be ramoved from the back groove. The
thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer connecting wires
shall ba broken free from the thermocouple semor or resistance
thermometer.

A 3/16-inch dicmeter radial hole shall be drilled from the back of
the bearing through the thermocouple sensor or resistance
thermometer connecting wire hole, through the thermocouple sensor
or resiscance thermometer, and then through the bearing babbitt
❑etal (see figure 13).
A 1/4-inch di.s.meterradial hole shall be drilled from the face of
the bearing using the 3/16-inch hole es a pilot guide deep enough
to remove the babbitt covering and the thermocouple semor or

resistance thermometer. The thermocouple sensor or resistance
thermome ter sha11 be removed.

Any remaining thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer ❑etal
shall be drilled and cleaned out using a 9/32-inch drill to a
5/16-inch depth (see figure 15).

The babbitt surface shall be chamfered approximately 1/16 inch
using a l/2-inch drill. This chamfer shall help accept the new
thermocouple sensor or resiucance thermometer and assist
rebabblcring of the bearing surface. As show, the comer shall
be broken r.oprevent thermocouple sensor or resistance thermo-
meter connecting wires from being cut by sharp edges (see figure
15)

The thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer connecting wire
hole (see figure 16) and back groove shall be thoroughly cleaned
out using a pressure-pak spray can of a cleaning solvent.

The machined surfaces shall be cleaned so they are free of oil,
chips, and other debris. Also, tinned sides and the babbitt tip
of the new thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer shall be
cleaned with fine steel wool. Care shall be take not to damage
the tinned sides or the babbitted surface. Steel wool shall be
carefully removed.

The thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer connecting wires
shall be inserted in the O.278/0.261-inch diameter counterbore
hole. They shal1 be extended through the 3/16-inch diem ter
radial hole in the bearing shell. The connecting wires shall be
care fully drawn through, making sure they are not kinked or
damaged in any manner (see figure 16). The connecting wires
shall not be pulled to neat the thermocouple sensor or resistance
thermometer in the 0.278/0.261.inch dicmeter hole. Fingers
should be used co guide the thermocouple sensor or resistance
thermometer into the hole and to press it into place. When the
thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer is correctly seated

in the hole, the body of the thermocouple sensor or resistance

r.hermometershould be about 1/16 inch below the bearing surface

(see figure 15).

)
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(k) The connecting wires shall be connected to a Fluke Digital
multimeter, or equal, using an alligator clip.

(1) The ambient temperature readings of the new thermocouple sensor or

resistance thermometer shall be checked in accordance with table
VIII or IX. Note that “the thermocouple sensor or resistance

thermometer temperature must be constantly monitored during the

following babbitting operation to avoid excess heat damage to the
new thermocouple sensor or resia tance thermometer. fie maximum

temperature permissible for a short period of time (15 minutes

maximum) is :

Resistance thermometer with platinum element:
500”F (200 OhHIS)

Resistance thermometer with nickel element:
500”F (380 OhMS)

Thermocouple sensor - tvr.eK:
500°F (10.6 revs) ‘-

TABLE VIII ~emuerature versus mV characteristics for tme K (chr 1ome

vers us alumel) thermocou Dies. L/

T-40 -1.50
-30 -1.30
-20 -1.10
-10 -0.89

0 -0.68
10 -0.47
20 -0.26
30 -0.04
40 0.18

50 0.40
-60 0.62
70 0.84
80 1.06
90 1.29

L
100 1.52
110 1.7f4
120 1.97
130 2.20
140 2.43

-1.52,
-1.32
-1.12
-0.91

-0.66
-0.45
-0.24
-0.02
0.20

0.42
0.64
0.86
1.09
1.31

1.54
1.77
2.00
2.23
2.L6

-1.54
-1.34
-1.1.4
-0.93

-0.64
-0.43
-0.22
-0.00
0.22

0.44
0.66
0.88
1.11
1.33

1.56
1.79
2.02
2.25
2.48

‘F o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

– o
1.68

See footnote at end of table.

Millivolts

1.56
1.36
1.16
0.95

0.62
0.41
0.19
0.02
0.24

0.46
0.68
0.91
1.13
1.36

1.58
1.81
2.04
2.27
2.50

T-1.58 -1.60
-1.38 .-1.40
-1.18 -1.20
-0.97 -0.99

-0.60 -0.58
-0.39 -0.37
-0.17 .-0.15
0.04 0.07
0.26 0.29

0.48 0.51
0.71 0.73
0.93 0.95
1.15 1.18
1.38 1.40

1.61 1.63
1.84 1.86
2.06 2.09
2.29 2.32
2.52 2.55

-1.62
-1.42
-1.22
-1.01

-0.56
-0.34
-0.13
0.09
0.31

0.53
0.75
0.97
1.20
1.43

1;65
1.88
2.11
2.34
2.57

-1.64
-1.44
-1.24
-1.03

-0.54
-0.32
-0.11
0.11
0.33

0.55
0.77
1.00
1.22
1.45

1.68
1.90
2.13
2.36
2.59

-

-1.66
-1.46
-1.26
-1.05

-0.52
-0.30
-0.09
0.13
0.35

0.57
0.80
1.02
1.24
1.47

1.7.0
1.93
2.16
2.39
2.62

1.48
1.28
1.07

0.49
0.28
0.07
0.15
0.37

0.60
0.82
1.04
1.27
1.49

1
1.72
1.95
2.18
2.41
2.64
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TABLS VIII, us mv for Cwe K (c-
vermm alumel) ~ l/ - Centin.ed.

“F o 1 2 I 3 4 5 6
I

7 8 9

Millivolts

150 2.66 2.69 2.71 2.73 2.75 2.7a 2.80 2.82 2.85 2.87
160 2.89 2.92 2.96 2.96 2.98 3.01 3.03 3.05 3.OB 3.10
170 3.12 3.15 3.17 3.19 3.22 3.26 3.26 3.29 3.31 3.33
180 3.36 3.38 3.60 3.43 3.65 3.67 3.69 3.52 3.5.3 3.56
190 3.59 3.61 3.63

200 3.82 3.84 3.87 3.89 3.91 3.96 3.96 3.98 4.01 4.03
210 4.05 6.08 &.lo 4.12 6.15 4.17 6.19 6.21 fb.24 4.26
220 6.28 L.31 4.33 b.35 4.38 6.60 .3..!426.66 4.67 6.69
230 6.51 6.54 4.56 6.58 6.61 h.63 4.65 6.67 6.70 6.72
2.20 4.74 &.77 6.79 4.81 4.83 6.86 fb.8B 6.90 6.92 4.95

250 4.97 6.99 5.02 5.06 5.06 5.08 5.11 5.13 5.15 5.17
260 5.20 5.22 5.26 5.26 5.29 5.31 5.33 5.35 5.38 5.60
270 5.42 5.64 5.67 5.69 5.51 5.53 5.56 5.5a 5.60 5.62
280 5.65 5.67 5.69 5.71 5.73 5.76 5.78 5.80 5.62 5.85
290 5.87 5.89 5.91 5.93 5.96 5.98 6.00 6.02 6.05 6.07

300 6.09 6.11 6.13 6.16 6.18 6.20 6.22 6.25 6.27 6.29
310 6.31 6.3> 6.36 6.38 6.60 6.h2 6.65 6.67 6.49 6.51
320 6.53 6.56 6.5B 6.60 6.62 6.65 6.67 6.69 6.71 6.73
330 6.76 6.78 6.80 6.82 6.84 6.87 6.89 6.91 6.93 6.96
360 6.98 7.00 7.02 7.06 7.07 7.09 7.11 7.13 7.15 7.18

350 7.20 7.22 7.26 7.26 7.29 7.31 7.33 7.35 7.38 7.60
360 7.42 7.64 7.66 7.69 7.51 7.53 7.55 7.58 7.60 7.62
370 7.66 7.66 7.69 7.71 7.73 7.75 7.78 7.80 7.82 7.86
380 7.87 7.89 7.91 7.93 7.95 7.98 8.00 8.02 8.04 8.07
390 8.09 8.11 8.13 B.16 8.18 8.20 8.22 8.24 B.27 8.29

fboo 8.31 8.33 8.36 8.38 8.60 8.k2 8.45 8.47 8.ft9 8.51
410 8.54 8.56 8.58 8.60 8.62 8.65 8.67 8.69 B.71 8.74
620 8.76 8.78 8.80 8.82 8.85 8.87 8.89 8.91 8.96 8.96
630 8.98 9.00 9.03 9.05 9.07 9.09 9.12 9.16 9.16 9.18
640 9.21 9.23 9.25 9.27 9.30 9.32 9.34 9.36 9.39 9.61

.350 9.43 9.45 9.k8 9.50 9.52 9.56 9,57 9.59 9.61 9.63
660 9.66 9.68 9.70 9.73 9.75 9.77 9.79 9.82 9.84 9.86
670 9.8a 9.91 9.93 9.95 9.97 10.00 10.02 lo.ofl 10.06 10.09
680 10.11 10.13 10.16 10.18 10.20 10.22 10.25 10.27
690 10.36

10.29 10.31
10.36 10.38 lo.f40 10.63 10.45 10.67 10.50 10.52 lo.5f4

See footnote at end of table.
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TABLS VIII. Temperature versus mV characteris tics for tma K (chromel

versus alumel) thermocouDl es ~ - Continued.

“F o 1 2 3 4
I

5 6 7 8 9

1
.0.77
,1.00
L1.23
11.45
11.68

11.91
12.14
12.37
L2.60
L2.83

L3.06
13.30
L3.53
L3.76
L3,99

LO.59
LO.82
L1.O.4
11.27
L1.50

10.66
10.88
11.11
11.36
L1.57

L1.BO
L2.03
L2.26
12.b9
L2.72

L2.95
L3.18
13.41
13.64
13.88

14.11
14.34
14.57
14.81
15.04

15.27
15.51
15.74
15.9f
16.21

16.4!
16.6[
16.92
17.1:
17.3!

17.6:
17.8(
18.0!
18.3:
18.51

iOO 10.57
510 10.79
520 11.02
530 11.25
540 11.48

550 11.71
560 11.94
570 12.17
5B0 12.40
590 12.63

500 12.86
510 13.09
520 13.32
630 13.55
640 13.7B

650 14.02
660 14.25
670 14.48
680 14.71
690 14.95

700 15.18
710 15.41
720 15.65
730 15.88
740 16.12

750 16.35
760 16.59
770 16.82
780 17.06
790 17.29

800 17.53
810 17.76
820 18.00
830 18.23
840 18.47

LO.61
LO.84
L1.07
L1.29
L1.52

10.63
10.86
L1.09
L1.32
L1.55

10.68
10.91
11.13
11.36
11.59

10.70 10.72
LO.93 10.95
11.16 11.18
11.39 11.41
11.61 11.64

LO.75
LO.98
11.20
11.43
11.66

+

L1.84 11.87
L2.07 12.10
L2.30 12.33
L2.53 12.56
L2.76 12.79

L3.00 13.02
L3.23 13.25
L3.46 13.4B
13.69 13.71
13.92 13.95

L1.89
L2.12
12.35
L2.58
L2.81

L1.73
L1.96
L2.19

12.42
12.65

L1.75
L1.98
L2.21
12.44
L2.67

11.78
L2.01
L2.24
12.47
L2.70

12.93
13.16
13.39

13.62
13.85

14.09
14.32
14.55
14.78
15.02

11.82
12.05
12.28
12.51
12.74

12.97
13.20
13.44
13.67
13,90

14.13
14.36
14.60
14.83
15.06

12.90
13.13
13.36
13.60
13.B3

14.06
14.29
14.53
14.76
14.99

L3.04
L3.27
L3.50
L3.74
13.97

12.88
13,11
13.34
13.57
13.81

14.04

14.27
14.50
14.74
14.97

+

14.15 14.18
14.39 14.41
14.62 14.64
14.85 14.88
15.09 15.11

15.32 15.34
15.55 15.58
15.79 15.B1
16.02 16.05
16.26 16.2B

16.49, 16.52
16.73 16.75
16.96 16.99
17.20 17.22
17.43 17.46

14.20
14.43
14.67
14.90
15.13

15.37
15.60
15.83
16.07
16.30

16.54
16.77
17.01
17.24
17.48!

14.22
14.46
14.69
14.92
15.16

15.39
15.62
15.86
16.09
16.33

16.56
16.80
17.03
17.27
17.50

17.74
17.97
18.21
18.Ii4
18,68

15.20
15.44
15.67
15.90
16,14

15.23
15.46
15.69
15.93
16.16

15.25
15.48
15.72
15.95
16.19

15.30
15.53
15.76
16.00
16.23

16.37
16.61
16.84
17.08
17.31

16.40
16.63
16.87
17.10
17.34

17.57
17.81
18.04
18.28
18.51

16.42
16.66

16.89
17.13
17.36

17.60

17.83

18.07
18.30

18.54

16.47
16.70
16.94
17.17
17.41

17.64
17.88
18.11
18.35
18.58

17.55
17.78
18.02
18.25
18.49

17.67 17.69
17.90 17.93
18.14 18.16
18.37 18.40
18.61 18.63

17.71
17.95
18.18
18.42
18.65

See footnote at end of table
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TABLS VIII. s Inv for tvr.eK (cha

~ ~ - COntinued.

“F o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Iiillivolcs

118.9119.15
19.39
19.63
19.86

850 18.70
860 18.94
870 19.18
880 19.41
890 19.65

900 19.89
910 20.13
920 20.36
930 20.60
9fbo 20.84

950 21.07
960 21.31
970 21.54
980 21.7B
990 22.02

.000 22.26

.010 22.69

.020 22.73

.030 22.97
,Obo 23.20

.050 23.44
060 23.68
,070 23.91
080 2L.15
,090 26.39

,100 26.63
,110 26.86
,120 25.10
130 25.3b
160 25.57

,150 25.81
160 26.05
,170 26.28
180 26.52
190 26.75

18.73
18.96
19.20
19.66
19.67

18.75 18.77
18.99 19.01
19.22 19.25
19.66 19.68
19.70 19.72

18.82
19.06
19.29
19.53
19.77

18.8b
19.08
19.32
19.55
19.79

18.87
19.10
19.3fl
19.58
19.82

lB.89
19.13
19.36
19.60
19. 8b

19.03
19.27
19.51
19.75

19.91
20.15
20.39
20.62
20.86

+

19.96 19.96
20.17 20.20
20.41 20. b3
20.65 20.67
20.88 20.91

21.12 21.16
21.36 21.38
21.59 21.62
21.83 21.85
22.07 22.09

+

19.98 20.01
20.22 20.26
20.46 20.68
20.69 20.72
20.93 20.95

21.17 21.19
21.bO 21.b3
21.6b 21.66
21.88 21.90
22.11 22.16

22.35! 22.37
22.59 22.61
22.821 22.85
23.06 23.08
23.30 23.32

20.03
20.27
20.50
20.74
20.98

20.05
20.29
20.53
20.76
21.00

20.08
20.32
20.55
20.79
21.03

20.10
20.3b
20.58
20.81
21.05

21.10
21.33
21.57
21.81
22.06

21.21
21. b5
21.69
21.92
22.16

22.60
22.63
22.87
23.11
23.35

21.2b
21. b7
21.71
21.95
22.18

22.62
22.66
22.90
23.13
23.37

21.26
21.50
21.73
21.97
22.21

22. b6
22.68
22.92
23.16
23.39

21.28
21.52
21.76
21.99
22.23

22. b7
22.71
22.94
23.18
23.42

22.2a
22.52
22.75
22.99
23.23

22.30 22.33
22.56 22.56
22.78 22.80
23.01 23.06
23.25 23.27

23. b6
23.70
23.9b
2b.18
26.bl

23.63 23.65
23.87 23.89
26.10 26.13
26.36 26.36
26.58 26.60

23.69 23.51
23.72 23.75
23.96 23.99
2b.20 26.22
24.66 26.b6

23.5b 23.56 23.58
23.77 23.BO 23.82
2b.01 2b .03 26.06
2b.25 2b.27 26.29
2b. b9 2b.51 26.53

23.61
23.86
2b .08
2b.32
26.55

tb .65
2b.a9
25.12
25.36
25.60

26.67 26.70
26.91 2b.93
25.15 25.17
15.38 25.41
25.62 25.65

+

24.72 2b.7b
24.96 2b.98
25.20 25.22
25.63 25.66
25.67 25.69

25.91 25.93
26.16 26.16
26.38 26.40
26.61 26.63
26.85 26.87

2b.77 26.79
25.01 25.03
25.24 25.27
25. b8 25.50
25.72 25.7b

26.82 26.8b
25.05 25.08
25.29 25.31
25.53 25.55
25.76 25.79

T25.86 25.88
26.09 26.12
26.33 26.35
26.56 26.59
26.80 26.82 Tl26.00 26.02

26.24 26.26
26. b7 26. b9
26.70 26.73
26.9b 26.96

25.83
26.07
26.31
26. 5b
26.77

25.95 25.98
26.19 26.21
26. b2 26. b5
26.66 26.68
26.89 26.91

See footnote at end of table.
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TABLS VIII. D muerature versus mV characteristics for tvue K (chr 1rme
versus alumel) thermocouuleq ~ - Continued.

“F o 1 2 3 I 4 5 6
I

7 8 9

*

●

Millivolts

T
27.08 27.10
27.31 27.34
27.55 27.57
27.78 27.80
28.01 28.04 T

27.12 27.15
27.36 27.38
27.59 27.62
27.83 27.85
28.06 28.08

27.06
27.29
27.52
27.76
27.99

27.17
Z7.40
?7.6h
27.87
28.11

27.2(
17.ib:
27.6[
27.9(
28.1:

1200 26.98
L21O 27.22
1220 27.45
1230 27.69
12&o 27.92

1250 28.15
1260 28.39
1270 28.62
1280 28.86
1290 29.09

1300 2!3.32
1310 29.56
1320 29.79
1330 30.02
1340 30.25

1350 30.49
1360 30.72
1370 30.95
1380 31.18
1390 31.42

1600 31.65
1410 31.88
1420 32.11
1430 32.34
1640 32.57

27.01
27.24
27.48
27.71
27.94

28.18
28.41
28.65
28.88
29.11

27.03
27.27
27.50
27.73
27.97

28.20
28.44
20.67
28.90
29.14

28.25 28.27
28.48 28.50
28.72 28.74
28.95 28.97
29.18 29.21

29.42 29.44
29.65 29.67
29.88 29.91
30.11 30.14
30.35 30.37

30.58 30.60
30.81 30.83
31.04 31.07
31.28 31.30
31.51 31.53

31.74 31.76
31.97 31.99
32.20 32.22
32.43 32.45
32.66 32.68

28.29 28.32
28.53 28.55
28.76 28.79
29.00 29.02
29,23 29.25

29.46 29.49
29.70 29.72
29.93 29.95
30:16 30.18
30.39 30.62

30.63 30.65
30.86 30.88
30.09 31.11
31.32 31.34
31.55 31.58

31.78 31.81
32.02 32.04
32.25 32.27
32.48 32.50
32.70 32.73

28.3:
28,6(
28.8:
29.0:
29.31

29.5:
29.7”
30.0(
30.2:
30.41

28.22
28.46
28.69
28.93
29.16

28.34
28.58
28.81
29.04
29.28

29.51
29.74
29.97
30.21
30.44

29.35
29.58
29.81
30.05
30,28

29.37
29,60
29.84
30.07
30.30

29.39
29.63
29.86
30.09
30.32

30.51
30.74
30.97
31.21
31.44

31.67
31.90
32.13
32.36
32.59

30.53 ;30.56
30.77 {30.79
31.00 ?1.02

+

31.23 31.25
31.46 31.48

31.69 31.72
31.92 31.95
32,15 32.18
32.38 32.41
32.61 32.64

30.67
30.90
31.14
31.37
31.60

30.7(
30.9
31.1’
31.3’
31.6:

31.83
32.06
32.29
32.52
32.75

31.8
32.0
32.3
32.5
32.7

33.0
33.2
33.4
33.6
33.9L

1450 32.80
1460 33.02
1470 33.25
1480 33.48
1490 33.71

32.82
33.05
33.28
33.50
33.73

32.84 32.86
33.07 33.09
33.30 33.32
33.53 33.55
33.75 33.78

32.89 32.91
33.12 33.14
33.34 33.37
33.57 33.59
33.80 33.82 1

32.93 32.96
33.16 33.18
33.39 33.41
33.62 33.64
33.84 33.87

32.98
33.21
33.43
33.66
33.89

~ Reference junction at 32”F.

I

●
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TA8LS IX.

~.

TA8~ Ix(a). ~.

Temperature Temperature
“F ohms “F 01’lms

-40 92.75 180
-30

184.96
96.39 190

-20
189.81

100.07 200
-10

194.75
103.80 210

0
199.75

107.57 220
10

204.83
111.40 230

20
209.97

115.28 260
30

215.18
119.21 250

32
220.66

120.00 260
Ibo

225.82
123.19 270

50
231.24

127.23 280
60

236.74
131.32 290 242.32

70 135.46 300 267.96
80 139.66 310
90

253.69
143.92 320

100
259.68

168.24 330 265.36
110 152.61 3fbo
120 157.ob

271.32
350 277.35

130 161.56 360 283.46
160 166.09 370
150

289.66
170.71 380

160
295.93

175.39 390
170

302.29
180.13 400 308.73
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TABLE IX(b). fit es sta~ elementq.

Temperature Temperature
“F ohms “F Ozuns

-40 83.97 500 199.58
-20 88.44 520 203.66
0 92.90 540
20

207.72
97.34 560

32 100.00
211.77

580
.40

215.81
101.77 600

60
219.83

106.18 620
80

223.83
110.58 640 227.62

100 114.96 660 231.80
120 119.33 680
140

235.76
123.69 700 239.71

160 128.03 720
180

263.64
132.35 740 247.56

200 136.67 760 251.h6
212 139.24 780
220

255.35
140.96 800 259.23

240 145.24 820
260

263.09
149.51 840 266.93

280 153.76 860 270.77
300 158.00 880
320

274.58
162.22 900

340
278.39

166.43 920
360

282.17
170.63 940

380
285.95

174.81 960
400

289.71
178.97 980 293.45

420 183.12 1000 297.18
440 187.26
460 191.38
480 195.49

●

I

1

.,
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(m) A fine- tipped propane or oxyacetylene torch shall be lit and the
local bearing surface area slowly heated co 300”F for approxi-
mately a 1-inch radius around the thermocouple sensor or
resiscance thermometer. At 300” F, the resistance thermometer
with platinum element should measure 158 ohms, the resistance
thermometer with nickel element should measure 268 ohms, and type
K thermocouple should measure 61 ❑Vs. Melting and puddling of
the bearing babbitt metal shall be avoided. A small 8m0unt of
soldering flux shall be applied to the thermocouple semor or
resistance thermometer tip.

(n) Heat temperature shall be brought up until babbitt just begins to
melt. Additional babbitt metal (QQ-T-390, grade 2) shall be
puddled into the area on the top of the thermocouple semor or
resistance thermometer to ensure a solid liquid bond between the
two babbitt metals. Temperature at which puddling occurs is
600”F. l%e resistance thermometer with platinum element should
❑easure 179 ohms, the resistance thermometer with nickel element
should ❑easure 309 ohms, and type K thermocouple sensor should
measure 8.3 UIVS. TIM diameter of the finished babbitt puddle
shall be approximately 3/g to 1/2 inch with the thermocouple
sensor or resistance thermometer in the center of puddle (see
figure 15). llreflame should not be allowed to contact the
thermocouple.sensor or che resistance thermometer and the flame
should not be held on one place for any length of time. It
should be kept circulating.

(o) As che bearing cools down, the satisfactory return of the
thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer ambient temperature
shall be monitored. The multimeter shall be disconnected from
the thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer and the
connecting wires shall be taped co the bearing so they do not get
damaged.

(P) Using B bearing scraper or round file, the excess babbitt metal
shall be scraped from the bearing until the original surface
diameter is obtained. The bearing surface shall be blended with
400 wet and dry paper with diesel fuel (see figure 17). Paper
shall be vrapped around a dowel for finishing so a flat spot is
not created, in the babbitt ❑etal over the new thermocouple sensor
or resistance thermometer. Extreme care shall be exercised
during installation of cha thermocouple sensor or resistance
thermometer termiml board, connecting wires, and extension
wires. It shall be amsurad that no bare wire couches the bearing
half and creates a short to ground. Continuity checks shall be
taken between the thermocouple se.mor or resistance thermometer
connecting wires and bearing half. When the bearing is
installed, if connecting wires are of sufficient length to allow
for direct connection to the electrical comector, then the
thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer terminal board may
be eliminated. If this is the case, then the thermocouple semor
or resistance thermometer terminal board recess area in the
bearing should also be filled with epoxy. This will hold the
thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer connection wires
securely in the same relative position for connection to the
electrical connector.
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(q)

(r)

(s)

(t)

(u)

(v)

(w)

The bottom of the new thermocouple sensor or resistance thermo- ●
meter terminal board and the terminal board recess shall be

lightly smeared in the bearing with RTV compound or equal. The
thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer terminal board
shall be inserted into the bearing, seated firmly on the RTV
seal, and four corner locating points shall be staked with a
center punch.

The epoxy shall be mixed and filled in the milled groove in the
bearing shell from the thermocouple sensor or resistance
thermometer to the terminal board (ace figure 18). The thermo-
couple sensor or resistance thermometer connecting wires shall be
laid flat in the bottom of the milled groove. The-corresponding
thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer comec ting wires
and the extension wires to the terminal board shall be soldered
(see figure lfb). The terminal board, the soldered connecting
wires, aid the extension wires shall be filled and sealed with
the RTV compound. l%is is to encapsulate the connecting wires
for protection from oil and moisture.

Masking tape shall be placed over the RTV compound and epoxy to
retain it in place during the 24-hour drying process. The
masking tape will prevent the epoxy from running out of the
groove while setting.

The ❑asking tape shall be removed and any excess RTV compound or
epoxy shall be cleaned off. The extension wires shall be
connected to the ❑altimeter, and the ambient temperature readings
shall be.checked. This check will ensure that soldered connec-
tions are satisfactory. Note that the thermocouple sensor or
resistance thermometer terminal board is located 5 degrees from
the bearing split line. Rotating the bearing beyond 55 degrees
will shear the extension wires.
The bearing shall be installed into the housing. Care should be
taken to thread the thermocouple sensor or resistance thermometer
extension wires through the hole in the electrical connector
adaptor and to secure the appropriate attaching hardware (see
figure 14)

The extension wires shall be soldered to the electrical connector
using solder as specified in QQ-S-571. The electrical COnneCtOr
shall be installed and a continuity check shall be made using a
multimeter. l%e two electrical connectors shall be connected
together. The embedded thermocouple sensor”or resistance
thermometer reading shall be checked on monitoring system digital
or analog display.
Installation checklist shall consist of the following steps:

(1) It shall be ensured that extension wire is made of correct
materials, minimum gauge requirements are ❑et, and color
coded wire is connected correctly (see tables I and II) .

(2) It shall be ensured that all connections are sound.

(3) It shall be ensured that no mechanical stress or vibration is

placed on the extension wires that could strain the wires

(see 5.5.2(d)).

I
o
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(4) It shall be ensured that electrical power wires are noc
placed in the same conduit as unshielded extension wires.

(5) It shall be ensured that the cable shield is properly
grounded.

(x) The equipment needed for thermocouple semor or resistance
thermometer lmcallatlon into a bearing is listed in table IV.

5.5.5 Emksdded ~. The procedure
to initiallyinstalla new embedded configuration thermocouple sensor or
resistance thermometer into a bearing that ia not machined to accept a thermo-

couple aenaor or resistance thermemetar shall be as specified in 5.5. 5(.s) through
5.5.5(0):

(a) A 3/16- inch diameter hole shall be drilled through the bearing
shell (including babbitc layer) at the designated location.

(b) This 3/16-inch diameter hole shall now be used .s the pilot hole
for a counterbore. Using a 9/32-inch diameter counterbore, a
0.278/O .281-inch dinmeter hole shall be drilled to a 5/16-Lnch
depth from the bearing surface (see figure 13).

(c) A groove shall be milled 1/8-inch wide by 3/16-inch deep along the
back of the bearing shell. The groove shal1 extend from the
3/16-inch diameter hole to the location where the connecting
wires either leave the bearing or are attached to a terminal
board (see figure 13) The corners of the groove shall be
chamfered to prevent breakage of the connecting wires by sharp
edges.

(d) If required, the appropriate size hole shall be drilled for a
terminal board.

(e) This procedure shall continue as specified in 5.5.4(i).

5.6.1 dure for
~. The following should be noted:

Befora acarcing the troubleshooting procedure, yellow tag the circuit. Before
working on junction box or monitoring system, emure that there shall be no hot
viraa on terminal board, binding screws or electrical connectors.

(a) Tools and teat equipment needed to conduct the troubleshooting
procedure are listed in table IV and patch cords are listed in
table V.

(b) A schemctic diagram for a typical temperac.re instrumentation
system containing a thermocouple sensor is shown on figure 7.

(c) Instrumentation terminology used to describe plugs, jacks, and the
various parts of an electrical connector chat may be encountered
during the troubleshooting procedure is Illustrated on figure 19
and defined in section 3.
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(d) Some figures used in the thermocouple sensor troubleshooting
section show a three wire configuration (a triad) instead of two
(a pair) The third wire assists in illustrating the method to
check the systernwhen the cable contains more than one pair.
Thermocouples never have a triad of wires. They always have only
one pair of wires.

5.6.1.1 ~~. The necessary hardware shall be removed in
order to inspect the connection head tetminal board (thermowell configuration),
bearing terminal board (embedded configuration) or electrical connector sockets,
pins and crimped joints (bare bulb configuration). Comecting wires and
extension wires (see figure 7) shall be making solid electrical connections.

●

(a) The insulation shall not be frayed and expose any bare wire.
(b) The uninsulated end of the wires connected to the terminal board

or crimped to the electrical connector plug and receptacle shall
not be in contact with metal surfaces.

(c) For terminal boards containing binding screws (see figure B), the
wires shall be wrapped tightly around the terminal board binding
screws so that loose ends will not hang from the terminal board.

(d) For electrical connectors containing crimped contacts, the wires
inside the contacts shall be securely attached without any
evidence of movement. Note that the word contacts is used herein
when referring to both the electrical connector pins and the
electrical connector sockets (see figure 19)

(e) Correct connecting wires and extension wires shall be connected to
the proper terminal board binding screws or electrical connector *
contacts (see 5.3.1 and 5.5.2(a)) They shall be color coded to
differentiate between positive and negative (see table II) .

Double and single reversal shall be checked (see figure 20)
(f) Extension wires from the thermocouple sensor co the ❑onitoring

system shall be inspected for breaks or cuts

5.6.1.2 ~erm ocouDle sensor check. Thermocouple sensor check shall be
performed as follows:

(a) The thermocouple sensor shall be isolated electrically from the
rest of the instrumentation systernand the mV POT and trouble-
shooting wires (lead wires) shall be connected to the thermo-
couple sensor as show-non figure 21. Correct polarity shall be
observed. It shall be ensured that the thermocouple trouble-
shooting wires are of the same material as the extension wires
that were just removed.

(1) For the thermowell configuration, the thermocouple trouble-
shooting wires shall be connected to the terminal board
binding screws where the connecting wires are also attached.
The extension wires shall be disconnected from the terminal
board (see figure 7).
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(b)

(2) For the bare bulb configuration,the thermocoupletrouble-
shootingwires shall be connectedto the electrical
connectorreceptacleportion of the thermocouple sensor.
Either an electrical connector plug or the appropriate patch
cord (see table V) shall be used to connect the thermocouple
troubleshooting wires to the thermocouple semor.

(3) For the embedded configuration, the thermocouple trouble-
shooting wires shall be conrected to the terminal board. If
the terminal board is not accessible, then the electrical
connector receptacle shall be used (see figure 16) and the
thermocouple semor comections shall be made as specified
in 5.6.l.2(a)(2).

Readings shall be.taken using the mV POT and converted to
temperature using table VIII. The temperature reading may be
used to determine if the thermocouple sensor is functioning
incorrectly or if an incorrect type of thermocouple sensor was
installed. If no mV reading is indicated, it shall be ensured
that the thermocouple sensor is not really a two-lead resistance
thermometerr. If it is suspected that a resistance thermometer is
installed, the procedure as specified in 5.6.2.2 shall be used to
confirm chat it is a resistance thermometer. Note that table
VIII shall only be used to find the ❑easuring junction tempera-
ture if the mV reading is taken when the cold reference junction
is at 32-F. If the ❑V POT does not contain a reference junction
compensator, n calculation shall be performed to find the
equivalent mV reading for a reference junction at 32”F. An ice
point reference junction or ice bottle may be used in lieu of
performing the calculations (see 5.6.l.2(b)(5))

(1) If no voltage is detected, the measuring junccion could be
burned out or broken.

(2) If voltage is intermittent, check for a loose connection.
(3) Low temperature reading may be a result of a breakdown of

insulation inside the thermocouple sensor. High temperature
exposure causes inadequate insulation to break down which in
turn will lover the resistance path and will affect the
reading.

(6) Vibration can cause the thermocouple to separate et the
❑easuring junction or at a weak point which results in an
open circuit. If this occurs, an ohmmeter shall be used
with one lead wire concocting one connecting wire or
electrical comector receptacle pin and the other lead wire
contacting the other connecting wire or other electrical
connector receptacle pin. An open circuit is indicated if
the ohrmneterreading is infinite. Vibration may also cause
one of the comecting wires co touch the sheath which will
result in a short circuit. If this occurs, an ohmmeter
shall be used with one lead wire contacting the sheath and
the other lead vire contacting one of the connecting wires
or an electrical connector receptacle pin. A short circuit
is indicated if the ohmmeter reading is O.
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When the reference junction is at a temperature other than
32”F, table VIII may not be used unless the instrumentation
contains a compensating circuit or a reference measurement
compensation calculation is performed. The mV reading
should be obtained,’but not immediately converted to a
temperature. The temperature at the reference junction will
also need to be measured, and the mV value for this
reference junction temperature shall be obtained from table
vIII. The ❑V value for the reference junction temperature
shall be added algebraically to the original mV reading.
This algebraic sum shall then be converted to a temperature
using table VIII. Temperatures shall not be added algebrai-
cally . Only mV values shall be added. If the temperature
at an uncompensated reference junction is 12°F (O.88 mV) for
a measurement junction reading of 12.86 d?, then the
temperature will be approximately 638-F (12.86 plus O.g8
equals 13.76 ❑V) . Two negative numbers or a positive and a
negative number ❑ay be algebraically added. Algebraically
adding a minus 2 to a minus 3 will equal a minus 5, whereas
algebraically adding a minus 5 to a plus 3 will equal a
minus 2.

A thermocouple sensor continuity check shall be performed if the
intent is only to verify that an open circuit does not exist
along the length of the thermocouple. A continuity check
performed with an ohmmeter should read less than 5 ohms across
the connecting wires (or two pins) The functional check in
5.6.l.2(b) shall still be performed to verify that it is the
correct type of thermocouple sensor.

The resistance between each connecting wire or electrical
connector receptacle pin and sheath shall be checked to ensure It

is an ungrounded thermocouple. Ohmmeter lead wires shall be used
touching one lead wire to sheath and touchi”ngthe other lead wire
to one of the connecting wires or electrical connector receptacle
pins. To have an ungrounded thermocouple sensor, the reading
should be infinite.

5.6.1.3 )lonitorinesvstem check. The monitoring systernshall be checked in
accordance with (a) through (c) as follows:

(a)

(b)

The extension wires shall be removed from contact with the
thermocouple sensor (if not previously removed see 5.6.1.2(a))
and connected to mV POT as showm on figure 22. Then the uNIPOT
shall be set to the output setting and provide a mV output from
the POT to the ❑onitoring system through the extension wire. If
temperature reading does not correspond to the mV output (see
table VIII), the monitoring system shall be checked (see
5.6.l.3(b)).

Extension wire shall be disconnected at monitoring system and
thermocouple troubleshooting wires shall be connected to the

❑onitoring system terminal board binding screws or electrical
connector receptacle where extension wires (or electrical

connector plugs) were just removed. Other end of troubleshooting
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wires shall be connected to a mV YOT as shovn on figure 22, and
provided a ❑V output from KIT to monitoring system. If tempera-
ture reading corresponds to ❑V output (see table VIII) , extension
wire continuity shall be checked.

(c) If monitoring system reads low, high, or fluctuates:

(1) A zero adjustment may be needed.
(2) A check for polarity reversal at the thermocouple sensor

connection or at the monitoring system (junction box) shall
be made (single or double reversal as shown on figure 20).

(3) A check for loose connection at binding screws, a broken
wire, or a poor soldering connection shall be trade.

(6) Calibration of monitoring system shall be checked.

5.6.1.6 Each individual extension wire in
the cable shall be checked for continuity and proper connections. The order in
which these extension wire cables shall be checked is as follows:

(a) Thermocouple sensor connection to monitoring system extension wire
continuity check (See 5.6.1.6.1).

(b) Thermocouple sensor connection co junction box extension wire
continuity check (see 5.6.1.4.2).

(c) Junction box co monitoring system extension wire continuity check
(see 5.6.1.4.3).

Sach extension wire cable will terminate at one of rvo cable entrance configura-
tions. These two configurations are the stuffing tube cable entrance and the
electrical connector cable entrance. When an extension wire ends at a scuffing
cube cable entrance, ends shall be checked to see if they are marked or color
coded properly. If color coding cannot be determined and wires are not marked, a
wiring schemncic shall be obtained. When an extension wire ends at an electrical
connector, a wiring schematic shall be obtained as a check against pin numbers.
The ends of the extension wire being tested are shown for each of the three
extension wire continuity checks (see 5.6.1.6.1 through 5.6.1.6.3) on figure 23.
This figure shows only the electrical comector cable entrance.

5.6.1.6.1
~ The extension wire check shall be as specified in
5.6.1.6.1.1 and 5.6.114.1.2.

5.6.1.6.1.1 The stuffing tube
cable entrance configuration shall be checked first using steps (a) through (e)
or steps (a) and (f) through (h), then following with seeps (i) through (n).
Steps (f) through (h) are preferred and should be the steps used when cable
shield or ship’s piping ground is sufficient. Steps (8) through (e) are less
ureferred since a short circuit between two wires in the cable (an unacceptable
~ondition) would be interpreted incorrectly as an acceptable continuity c&_tdl-
tion. Steps (i) through (k) shall be used to ensure that the extension wires are
ungrounded.

(a) If not previouslyremoved (see 5.6.l.2(a) and 5.6.1.3(8)), the
extension wire shall be removed from contact with the thermo-
couple sensor and from the monitoring system.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(1)

(m)

(n)

30 September1988

At monitoringsystem end of extension wire cable, the ends of the
extension wire shall be connected together using patch cords.

At the thermocouple sensor connection end of extension wire cable,
the extension wire ends shall be connected to an ohmmeter lead
wire as shovn on figure 24.
If there is continuity, the reading should be betveen O and 500
Ohms . Note: When measuring thermocouple extension wire
resistance, the resistance of chromel wire is approximately 160
ohms per 1000 feet at 68°F and the resistance of alumel wire is
approximately 66 ohms per 1000 feet at 68” F. The resistance of
double foot of thermocouple wire will be different dependtng on
the material of the pair being tested. The pair may consist of
tvo chromel, two alumel, or a combination of chromel and alumel
wires.

a

If all or.some readings show discontinuity, the continuity of each
individual extension wire shall be checked by using the procedure
discussed in steps (f) and (g) and as illustrated on figure 24.

At ❑onitoring system end of extension wire cable, one end of the
extension wire shall be connected to ground using a patch cord.
(For putposes of installation, the ground will be shown as the
cable shield or the ship’s piping on the figures in this
handbook.)
At the thermocouple sensor connection end of extension wire cable,
one ohmmeter lead wire shall be connected to ground. The other
ohmmeter lead wire shall be touched to each extension wire end,
one at a time, as shovn on figure 2f4.

A reading between O and 500 ohms shall identify the particular
extension wire, indicate a correct installation, and indicate
continuity in extension wire cable (see note in 5.6.l.4.l.l(d))

At the ❑onitoring system end of the extension wire cable, ensure
that the extension wires are disconnected.

At the thermocouple sensor end of the extension wire cable, touch
one ohmmeter lead wire to each extension wire end in the cable,
one at a time, as shown on figure 26. l%e other ohmmeter lead
wire shall be in contact with ground.
An infinite resistance reading shall indicate an ungrounded
extension wire.
Steps (b) and (c), (b) and (g), or (i) and (j), as appropriate,
shall be repeated for other extension wires..
If discontinuity is found in the extension wire:

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

A check for broken wire shall be made (see figure 25).
A check for reversal of wires shall be made (see figure 25)
A check for an incomplete ground path shall be made (see
figure 25).

Solder joints and electrical connections shall be checked to
ensure proper electrical and mechanical continuity exist.

A check for corrosion shall be made.

If continuity is found in the extension wire, the last two items
of step (m) shall be checked.
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5.6.1.4.1.2 The
electrical comector cable entrance configuration shall be checked first using
either steps (a) through (e) or steps (a) and (f) through (h), then following
with steps (i) through (n). Steps (f) through (h) are preferred and should be
the steps used when cable shield or ship’a piping ground is sufficient. Steps
(a) through (e) are less preferred since a short circuit between two wires in the
cable (an unacceptable condition) would be interpreted incorrectly as an
acceptable continuity condition. Steps (i) through (k) shall be used to ensure
that the extension wires are ungrourtdad.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(1)

(m)

If not previously removed (see 5.6.l.2(a) and 5.6.1.3(8)),
extension wires shall be removed from contact with the thermo-
couple sensor, and the electrical comector plug from the
electrical connector receptacle in the monitoring system shall be
removed.

At the thermocouple sensor connection end of extension wire cable,
the two individual extension wires shall be connected together
using patch cord.

At the monitoring system end, a check shall be made for continuity
by touching the extension wire electrical connector pim and
ohmmeter lead wires together as shown on figure 24.
If there is continuity, the reading should be between O arid 500
ohms (see note in 5.6.l.4.l.l(d)).
If some or all readings show discontinuity, a check shall be made
for continuity of each individual extension wire by using the
procedure discussed in steps (f) and (g) as illustrated on figure
26.

Ac che thermocouple sensor connection end of the extension wire
cable, one end of extension wire shall be connected to ground
using n patch cord.

At the electrical conneccor plug found at the monitoring system
and of the extension wire cable, one ohmmeter lead wire shall be
connected to ground. The other ohmrmcer lead wire shall be
touched co each pin, one at a time, as shown on figure 24.

A rendingbetween O and 500 ohms identifiesthe correctpin for
chat particularwire. This procedurealso se~es as a continuity
check (see note in 5.6.1.6.l.l(d)).

At the ❑onitoring system end of the extension wire cable, ensure
that the electrical comector plug is disconnected from the
mating electrical connector receptacle.
At the thermocouple semor end of the extension wire cable, touch
one ohmmeter lead wire to each socket on the electrical connector
plug, one at a time, an shown on figure 24. The other ohmmeter
lead wire shall be.in contact with ground.

AIIinfinite resistance reading shall indicace an ungrounded
extension wire.
If the electrical connector plug has three or more pins, steps (b)
and (c), (f) and (g), or (i) and (j), as appropriate, shall be
repeated for other extemion wires in the cable.
If axcension wires show discontinuity:
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1.

(n)

(1)
(2)
(3)

(b)

(5)

A check for broken wire shall be made (see figure 25).
A check for reversal of wires shall be made (see figure 25)
A check for an incomplete ground path shall be ❑ade (see
figure 25).
Solder joints and electrical connections (pins and sockets)
shall be checked to ensure proper electrical and mechanical
continuity exist.

A check for corrosion shall be made.

If continuityis found in the extensionwire, the last tvo items
of step (m) shall be checked.

5.6.1.4.2 ~ermocouDle sensor connection to iunction box extension wire

son tinuitv check. Thermocouple sensor connection to junction box extension wire
continuity shall be checked in accordance with (a) and (b) as follows:

(a) For the stuffing tube cable entrance configuration, the same
procedure as specified in 5.6.1.4.1.1 shall be followed,
substituting the words junction box for the words monitoring
system (see figure 24)

(b) For the electrical connector cable entrance configuration, the
same procedure as specified in 5.6.1.4.1,2 shall be followed,
substituting the words junction box for the words ❑onitoring
system (see figure 24)

5.6.1.4.3 ~Y
-. Junction box to ❑onitoring system extension wire continuity shall be
checked in-accor&ance with (a) through (d) as follows:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

●

01
If both junction box and monitoring system have stuffing tube
cable entrance configurations, the same procedure as specified in
5.6.1.4.1.1 shall be followed substituting the words junction box
for the words thermocouple sensor connection (see figure 24)
If junction box has a stuffing tube cable entrance configuration,
and monitoring system has an electrical connector cable entrance
configuration, the same procedure as specifiad in 5.6.1.4.1.2
shall be followed substituting the words junction box for the
words thermocouple sensor connection {see figure 24).
If junction box containa an electrical connector cable entrance
configuration, and monitoring system has a stuffing tube cable
entrance configuration, the same procedure shall be followed as
specified in 5.6.1.4.1.2 by substituting the words monitoring
systern,junction box, and sockets for the words thermocouple
sensor connection, monitoring system and pin, respectively (see
figure 24).
If both junction box and monitoring system contain electrical
connector cable entrance configurations, the following procedure
shall be used. The extension wire shall be checked first by
using either steps (1) through (5) or steps (1) and (6) through
(8), then followed with steps (9) through (14). Steps (6)
through (8) are preferred and shall be the steps used when cable
shield or ship’s piping ground is sufficient. Steps (1) through

●
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(5) are less preferred since a short circuit be~een two wires in
the cable (an unacceptablecondition)would be interpreted
incorrectly as an acceptable continuity condition. Steps (9)
through (11) shall be used to ensure that the axtemion wire is
ungrounded.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(6)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(lo)

(11)

(12)

(13)

The electrical connector plugs shall be removed from the
electrical connector receptacles in both the junction box
and nonitorlng system.
For the electrical connector plug on the monitoring system
end, any two pim shall be comected together with a patch
cord.
For the electrical corumctor plug on the junction box end, a
check shall be made for centinuiry by touching ohmmeter lead
virea and aocketa together, as shown on figura 24.
A reading between O and 500 ohms indicatea continuity (ace
note in 5.6.1.f+.l.l(d)).
If all readinga show diacontinulty, the continuity of each
individual extension wire shall be checkad by using the
procedure diacusaad in atepa (6) and (7) as illustrated on
figure 26.

For the electricalconnectorplug on the monitoring system
end, one pin shall be attached to ground using a patch cord.
For the electrical comector plug on the junction box end,
one ohmmeter lead wire shall be connected to ground and the
other ohmmeter lead wire shall be touched to each socket,
one at a time, as shown on figure 24.

A reading between O and 500 ohms identifies the correct pin
in the aleccrical connector plug at one and of the extension
wire that corresponds co the socket in the electrical
connector plug at the other end of the extansion wire. This
step also aemea aa a continuity check (see note
5.6.l.4.l.l(d)).

At the monitoring system end of the extension wlrc.cable,
ensure that the electrical comector plug is disconnected
from the mating electrical connector receptacle.

At the junction box end of the extension wire cable, touch
one ohmmeter lead wire to each socket on the electrical
comector plug, one at a time, as shovn on figure 26. The
other ohesne.tar lead wire shall be in contact with the
ground.

h infinite resistance reading shall indicate an ungrounded
extension wire.
If tha electrical connector plug has chrae or more pins,
steps (2) and (3), eteps (6) and (7) or steps (9) and (10),
aa appropriate, shall be repeated for other extansion wires
in the cable.

If extension wires show discontinuity:

a. A check for broken wire shall ba made (aaa figure 25).
b. A check for reversal of wires shall be made (see figure

25).
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c. A check for incomplete ground path shall be made (see
figure 25).

d. Solder joints and electrical connections (pins,and
sockets) shall be checked to ensure proper electrical
and mechanical continuity,

e. A check for corrosion shall be made.

(14) If continuity is found in the electrical comector or in the
extension wire, the last two items of step (13) shall be
checked.

5.6.1.5 Jwction b x continui~ C* A continuity check shall be made as
specified in 5.6.1.5.1 a~d 5.6.1.5.2. “

5.6.1.5.1 ~ ~ tube cable entrance cara tiq. If
junction box has the stuff~ngwtube cable entrance configuration on both sides,
the terminal board shall be checked for continuity,

(a) Extension wires shall be removed from the junction box terminal
board binding screws. Using an ohmmeter, the pair of binding
screws on each terminal lug with lead wire as shown on figure 26
shall be touched.

(b) To indicate a closed circuit, reading should be O ohms.

5.6.1.5.2 .Ju ct o b Wn i n ox ith electrical corm recto cable entrance. If both

sides of the junction box have the electrical connector cable entrance configura-
tion, the following procedure shall be used. The junction box shall be checked
by first using either steps (a) through (e) or steps (a), (f), (g) and (h), then
by following with steps (i) through (n) Steps (a), (f), (g) and (h) are
preferred and shall be the steps used when cable shield or ship’s ground is
sufficient. Steps (a) through (e) are less preferred since a short circuit
between tvo wires (an unacceptable condition) would be interpreted incorrectly as
an acceptable continuity condition. Steps (i) through (n) shall be used tO
ensure that the extensIon wire is ungrounded.

(a) Extension wire electrical connector plugs shall be removed from

the electrical comector receptacles on the junction box.
(b) For the electrical connector receptacle on one side of junction

box, tvo pins in one of the electrical connector receptacles
shall be attached together using a patch cord.

(c) For the electrical connector receptacle on other side of junction
box, centinuity shal1 be checked by touching the ohmmeter lead
wires and sockets together as shown on figure 26.

(d) A reading between O and 500 ohms indicates continuity (see note in
5.6.l.4.l.l(d)).

(e) If some or all readings show discontinuity, a check shall be made
for continuity of wires connecting the electrical connector
receptacles of both sides of junction box by using the procedure
as discussed in steps (f) and (g) (as illustrated “onfigure 26)

(f) On one side of junction box, one pin of the electrical connector
receptacle shall be connected to ground using a patch cord.

● 1

●
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(g) At other side or junction box, one ohmmeter lead wire shall be
comected to ground and the other lead wire touched to.each
sockec, one at a time, as shown on figure 26.

(h) A reading between O and 500 ohms identifies the pin in the
electrical connector plug at the monitoring system end that
corresponds to the socket in the electrical connector plug at the
thermocouple sensor end. This reading also setves as a contin-
uity check (sea note in 5.6.l.4.l.l(d)).

(i) At the monitoring system end of the junction box, ensure that the
mating electrical comector plug is disconnected from the
electrical connector receptacle.

(j) At the the=couple sensor end of the junction box, touch one
ohmmeter lead wire to each socket on the electrical cotrnecr.or
plug, one at a time, as shown on figure 26. The other ohmmeter
lead wire shall be in contact with the ground.

(k) An infinite resistance rending shall indicate an ungrounded wire
path.

(1) If the electrical comector receptacle has three or more pins
(sockets), steps (b) and (c), steps (f) and (g), or steps (i) and
(j), as appropriate, shall be repented for che other pins
(sockets) in the electrical connector receptacle.

(m) If discontinuity is found in electrical comector:

(1) A check for broken wire shall be made (see figure 27).
(2) A check for revergal of wires shall be made (see figure 27).
(3) A check for an incomplete ground path shall be made (see

figure 27).
(.3) Solder joints and electrical connections (pim and sockets)

shall be checked to ensure proper electrical and mechanical
continuity.

(5) A check for corrosion shall be made.

(n) If continuityis found in electrical connector, the last two items
in step (m) shall be checked.

5.6.2 for ~eter l.nst~entatb
svatema. The following should be noted:

Before starting the troubleshooting procedure, the circuit shall be yellow-
ta~ed. Before vorking on junction box or monitoring system, emure that there
shall be no hot wires on terminal board binding screws or electrical connectors.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Tools and test equipment needed to conduct the troubleshooting
procedure are listed in table IV, and patch cords are listed in
table V.

A schematic diagram for a typical temperature instrumentation
system containing a resistance thermometer is shown on figure 7.
Instrumentation terminology used co describe plugs, jacks, and the
various parts of an electrical connector that may be encountered
during the troubleshooting procedure.is illustrated on figure 19
and defined in section 3.
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(d) Figuresused in the resistance thermometer troubleshooting section
show a three wire configuration (a triad). Some resistance
thermometers only contain two connecting wires (a pair) For a
two wire configuration extension wire or junction box continuity
check, the third wire assists in illustrating the method to check
the system when the cable or junction box contains more than one
pair. In the other figures, one of the U wires or the c wires
should be ignored for the two wire configuration. New resistance

thermometers built in accordance with NIL-T-24388 contain the
standardized color code on the external connecting wire insula-
tion or standardized electrical connector pin notation given in
5.3.3 and 5.3.4, respectively. Older resistance thermometers may
contain a different variation of this code. Before performing
the troubleshooting procedure, ensure that the red insulated
connecting wire (R) or the B pin designates the single connecting
wire on one side of the resistance thermometer element (see
figure 2) for a three connecting wire configuration.

5.6.2.1 ~u. A visual examination shall consist of the
following procedures. The necessary hardware shall be removed in order to
inspect the connection head terminal board (thermowell configuration), bearing
terminal board (embedded configuration) or electrical connector sockets, pins and
soldered joints (bare bulb configuration) It shall be ensured that all
connecting wires and extension wires (see figure 7) are making solid electrical
connections.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

The insulation shall not be frayed and expose
The uninsulated end of the wires connected to
or soldered to the electrical connector plug
not be in contact with ❑etal surfaces.
For terminal boards containin~ binding screws

any bare wire.
the terminal board
and receptacle shall

(see figure 8), the

wires shall be wrapped tightiy aroun~ the terminal b~ard binding
screws so that loose ends are not hanging from the terminal
board.
For electrical connectors containing crimped as opposed to
soldered contacts, the wires inside the contacts shall be
securely attached without any evidence of movement. Loose wires
in crimped connectors shall be soldered for resistance thermo-
meter applications. Note that the word contacts is used when
referring to both the electrical connector pins and the
electrical connector sockets (see figure 19)

The correct connecting wire and extension wires shall be connected
to the proper terminal board binding screws or electrical
connector contacts (see 5.3.3, 5.3..4and 5.5.2(a)). Single
reversal shall be checked (see figure 28)

Extension wires from the resistance thermometer to the monitoring
system shall be inspected for breaks or cuts

5.6.2.2 Resistance thermometer check, When making a resistance thermometer
check, caution should be taken. When taking a resistance measurement of the
resistance thermometer, a dfgital
The current output in some analog

ohmmeter or a
ol-mme ters ❑ay
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resistance bridge shall be used.
affect or even burn out the

●

✏

●

resistance thermometer element.
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(a) The resistance thermometer shall be iaolaced electrically from the
rest of the instrumentation system and a dlg~tal ohmmeter and
lead wires shall be connected to the resistance thermometer as
shown on figure 29. One lead wire shall be attached to the
resistance thermometer red wire or B pin, while the other lead
wire shall be connected to either the white insulated wire or to

either the A or C pin.

(1) For the thermowell configuration, the lead wires shall be
connected to the same terminal board binding acrevs where
the connecting wires are alao attached. The extension wires

from the terminal board shall be disconnected (see figure
7).

(2) For the bare bulb configuration, the lead wires shall be
connected to the electrical connector receptacle portion of
the resistance thermometer. An electrical connector plug or
an appropriate patch cord (sea table V) shall be used to
connect the lead wires to the resistance thermometer.

(3) For the embedded configuration, the lead vires shall be
connected to the terminal board. If the terminal board is
not accessible, then the electrical comector receptacle
shall be used (see figure 14), and the lead wire connections
shall be ❑ade as specified in 5.6.2.2(a)(2).

(b) Readings shall be taken using the digital ohmmeter and converted
to temperature using table IX. The temperature reading may be
used to determine if the rasiatance thermometer ia functioning
incorrectly or if an incorrect type of resistance thermometer was
installed. For a resistance thermometer with three connecting
wires , a second and different resistance reading shall be taken
before using table IX. After taking a reslscance reading betveen
the red insulated and one of the white insulated connecting wires
(or between the B pin and either the A or C pin), a second
resistance reading shall be taken between the rvo white insulated
connecting wires (or between the A and C pins) . The second
resistance reading (between cvo white insulated connecting wires)
shall be subtracted from the first resistance reading (between
red and white wires) and this resistance (the answer) converted
to temperature using table IX. Subtracting the second resistance
compensates for the resistance in the connecting wires.

(1) A type J thermocouple sensor also has one red insulated and
one white insulated connecting wire. If a thermocouple
sensor is suspectad, the procedure as specified in 5.6.1.2

shall be used to obtain an mV reading and confirm that it is
a thermocouple sensor.

(2) If resistance thermometer is not providing a realistic
output, a temperature comparator shall be used to obtain the
reaisr.ante output at various temperatures. The resistance

versus temperature table (see table IX) for both platinum
and nickel elements shall be referred to determine which
element the resistance thermometer contains.
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(c)

(3) Low temperaturereading may be a result of a breakdown of
insulation inside the resistance thermometer. High
temperatureexposure causes inadequate insulation to break
dovn which in turn will lower the resistance path and affect
the reading.

(4) Variation may cause the resistance thermometer element to
separate at a weak point which results in an open circuit.
An open circuit shall be detected by taking a resistance
reading between the red insulated and one of the white
insulated connecting wires (or between the B pin and either
the A or C pin). For a resistance thermometer with three
connecting wires (three-pin electrical connector recep-
tacle), a resistance reading shall also be taken betveen the
two white insulated connecting wires (or between the A and C
pins) An open circuit is indicated if the ohmmeter reading
is infinite. Vibration may also cause the portion of the
connecting wire internal to the sheath to come in contact
with the sheath. This condition creates a short circuit
between the affected connecting wire and the sheath. If
this were to occur, the short circuit shall be detected by
taking a resistance reading between each of the connecting
wires (or electrical connector receptacle pin) and the
sheath and reading a value of O ohms.

A resistance thermometer continuity check may be performed if the
intent is only to verify that an open circuit does not exist
along the length of the connecting wires or resistance thermo-
meter element. A continuity check shall only be performed with a
digital ohmmeter (see the statement at the beginning of 5.6.2.2).
For a resistance thermometer with three connecting wires, the
digital ohmmeter should read less than one ohm, between the two
white insulated connecting wires (or between pins A and C) The
reading between the red insulated connecting wire (or the B pin)
and either of the two white insulated connecting wires (or either
the A or C pins) shall correspond to the resistance values in
table IX at ambient temperature (for the appropriate resistance
thermometer element) For a resistance thermometer with two
connecting wires (or two pins) , the resistance reading shall
correspond to the appropriate value in table IX. The resistance
value will be a little higher than the value in table IX because
there is no compensation for the resistance in the connecting
wire.

5.6.2.3 )lonitorin~ svstem check. The monitoring system check shall be as
specified in 5.6.2.3 (a) through (c).

(a) If not previously removed (see 5.6.2.2(a)), extension wires shall
be removed from contact with the resistance thermometer and
connected to a decade box as shown on figure 30. The decade box
shall be used to simulate a resistance to the monitoring system.
Table IX shall be referred to, a realistic resistance value shall
be selected, and the decade box shall be set to that resistance
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o
value . If the temperaturereading does not correspond to
resistance simulated, the monitoring system shall be checked (see
5.6.2.3(b)).

(b) A set of lead wires shall be conmected to a decade box as shovn on
figure 30. Extension wire shall be disconnected at monitoring
system and other end of lead vires shall be connected to the
monitoring system tarmimcl board binding screws (or electrical
connector receptacle). If monitoring system displays the
temperature corresponding to the simulated reeiatance displays
the temperature corresponding to the simulated raeistance,
proceed to 5.6.2.4.

(c) If monitoring system reads low, high or fluctuates:

(1) A zero adjustment may be needed.
(2) A check for reversal of the extension wir8s at the resistance

thermometer connection or at the monir.oring system (junction
box) shall be made. (Single reversal ie shovn on figure
28.)

(3) A check for loose connections at binding screws, broken wire
or a poor soldering connection shall be ❑ade.

(4) The calibration of monitoring system shall be checked.

5.6.2.6 . Each individual extension wire in
the cable shall be checked for continuity and proper connection. The order in

●
which these extension cables shall be checked is as follows:

(a) Resistance thermometer connection to monitoring system extension
wire continuity check (see 5.6.2.4.1).

(b) Resistance thermometer connecclon to junction box extension wire
continuity check (ace 5.6.2.L.2).

(c) Junction box to monitoring system exteneion wire continuity check
(see 5.6.2.6.3).

Each extension vire cable shall terminate at one of two cable entrance configura-
tions. These cvo configurations are the stuffing tube cable entrance and the
electrical connector cable entrance. When an extension wire ends at a stuffing
tube cable entrance, the ends shall be checked to aee if they are marked or color
coded properly. If color coding cannot be determined and wires are not marked,
obtain a wiring schematic. When the extension wire ends at an electrical
connector, obtain a wiring schematic as a check against pin numbers. The ends of
the extension wire being tested are shown for each of the three extension wire
concinuiry checks (see 5.6.2 .6.1 through 5.6.2 .6.3 and figure 23). Note that the
figure only shows the electrical connection cable entrance.

5.6.2.4.1 vstem extensioq
~. The extension wire check shall consist of the following
as specified in S.6.2.6.1.1 and 5.6.2.4.1.2.

5.6.2 ..4.1.1 The stuffing tube
cable entrance configuration shall be checked firet using steps (a) through (e)

●
or steps (a) and (f) through (h), then following vith steps (i) through (n).
Steps (f) through (h) are preferred and should be the eteps used when cable
shield or ship’s piping ground is sufficient. Steps (a) through (e) are less
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preferred since a short circuit betveen two wires
condition) would be interpreted incorrectly as an

in the cable (an unacceptable
acceptable centinuitv condi-

tion. Steps (i) through ~k) shall be used’to ensure t~at the extensio~ wires are
ungrounded.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(1)

(m)

If not previously removed (see 5.6.2.2(a) and 5.6.2.3(a)), the
extansion wire shall be removed from contact with the resistance
thermometer and from the ❑onitoring system.

At monitoring system end of extension wire cable, the ends of two
extension wires shall be connected together using patch cords

At resistance thermometer connection end of extension wire cable,
lead wires of an ohmmeter shall be touched to the other ends of
the tvo extension wires as shown on figure 24.

Continuity of the two extension wires tested shall be determined
by an ohmmeter reading between O and 10 ohms.
If some or all readings indicace discontinuity, a check shall be
made for continuity of individual wires in extension wire by
using the procedures discussed in steps (f) and (g) as
illustrated on figure 2k.

At the monitoring system end of extension wire cable, one
extension wire shall be connected to a ground using a patch cord.
(For purposes of installation, the ground will be shown as the
cable shield on the ship’s piping on figures in this handbook. )

At the resistance thermometer connection end of extension wire
cable , one ohmmeter lead wire shall be connected to ground. The
other ohmmeter lead wire shall be touched co each extension wire
end, one at a time, as shown on figure 2L.

A reading between O and 10 ohms shall identify the particular
extension wire, indicate a correct installation, and indicate
continuity in the extension cable.

At the ❑onitoring system end of the extension wire cable, ensure
that the extension wires are disconnected.

At the resistance thermometer end of the extension wire cable ,
touch one ohmmeter lead wire to each extension wire end in the
cable, one at a time, as shown on figure 24. The other ohmmeter
lead wire shall be on contact with ground.

An infinite resistance reading shall indicate an ungrounded
extension wire.
Steps (b) and (c), (f) and (g) or (i) and (j), as appropriate,
shall be repeated for remaining extension wires.

If discontinuity is found in the extension wires:

(1) A check for broken wire shall be made (see figure 25).
(2) A check for reversal of wires shall be made (see figure 25).
(3) A check for an incomplete ground path shall be made (see

figure 25).
(4) Solder joints and electrical connections (pins and sockets)

shall be checked to ensure proper electrical and mechanical
continuity.

(5) A check for corrosion shall be made.

(n) If continuity is found in the extension wire, the last two items
of step (m) shall be checked.
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5.6.2.b.l.2 The
electrical comector cable entrance configuration shall be checked first using
either steps (a) through (e) or steps (a) and (f) through (h), then following
with steps (i) through (n). Steps (f) through (h) are preferred and should be
the steps used when cable shield or ship’s piping ground is sufficient. Steps
(a) through (e) are less preferred since a short circuit betveen tvo wires in the
cable (an unacceptable condition) would be interpreted incorrectly es an
acceptable continuity condition. Steps (i) through (k) shall be used to ensure
that the extension wires are ungrounded.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(1)

(m)

If not previously removed (see 5.6.2.2(a) end 5.6.2.3(a)),
extension wires shall be removed from contact with the resistance
thermometer, and the electrical connector plug shall be removed
from the electrical connector receptacle in the monitoring
Systam.

At the resistance thermometer connactfon end of extension wire
cable, the ends of two individual extension wires shall be
connected together using patch cords.

At monitoring system end of extension wire cable, a check shall be
msde for continuity by touching the pins co the ohwmeter lead
wires as shown on figure 26.

When reading is between O and 10 ohms, continuity is decermfned.
If some or all readings show a discontinuity, the continuity of
each individual extension wire shall be thecked by using the
procedure discussed in steps (f) and (g) (as illuscreted on
figure 26).

At the resistance thermometer connection head end of extension
wire cable, one end of the extension wire shall be connected to
ground using e patch cord.

At the electrical connector plug found at the monitoring system

end of the extension wire cable, one ohmmeter lead wire shall be
connected to ground. me other ohmmeter lead wire shall be
touched to each pin, one at a time, as shown on figure 24.

A reading between O end 10 ohms identifies the correct pin for
that particular wire. This procedure also series as a continuity
check.

At the monitoring system end of the extension wire cable, ensure
that the electrical connector plug is disconnected from the
❑ating electrical connector receptacle.

At the resistance thermometer end of the extension wire cable,
touch one ohmmeter lead wire to each socket on the electrical
connector plug, one at a time, as shovn on figure 24. The other
ohmmeter lead wire shell be in contact with ground.

h infinite resistance rending shall indicate an ungrounded
extension wire.
If the electrical connector plug has three or ❑ ore pins, steps (b)
and (c), (f) and (g) or (i) and (j), as appropriate, shall be

repeated for other extension vires in the cable.
If extension wires show discontinuity:

(1) A check for broken wire shall be made (see figure 25).
(2) A check for reversal of wires shall be made (see figure 25)
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(3) A check for an incomplete ground path shall be made (see
figure 25).

(4) Solder joints and electrical connections (pins aridsockets)
shall be checked to ensure proper electrical and mechanical
continuity.

(5) A check for corrosion shall be made.

(n) If continuity is found in the extension wire, the last two items
in step (m) shall be checked.

5.6.2 .4.2 Resistance thermometer connection to Iunction box extension wire

continuity check. The extension wire continuity check shall be in accordance
with (a) and (b) as follows:

(a) For the stuffing tube cable entrance configuration, the same
procedure shall be followed as specified in 5.6.2.4.1.1,
substituting the words junction box for the words monitoring

system (see figure 24) .

(b) For the electrical connector cable entrance configuration, the

same procedure shall be followed as specified in 5.6.2.4.1.2,

substituting the words junction box for the words monitoring

system (see figure 24)

5.6.2 .4.3 Junction box to monitorin~ system extension wire continuity
u. Junction box to monitoring system extension wire continuity check shall
be as follows (see (a) through (d)):

(a) If both junction box and monitoring system have stuffing tube
cable entrance configurations, the same procedure shall be
followed as specified in 5.6.2.4.1.1, substituting the words
junction box for the words resistance thermometer connection (see
figure 24)

(b) If junction box has a stuffing tube cable entrance configuration
and monitoring system has an electrical connector cable entrance
configuration, the same procedure shall be followed as specified
in 5.6.2.4.1.2, substituting the words junction box for the words
resistance thermometer connection (see figure 24).

(c) If junction box contains an electrical connector cable entrance
configuration and monitoring system has a stuffing tube cable
entrance configuration, the same procedure shall be followed as
specified in 5.6.2.4.1.2, substituting the words monitoring
system, junction box, and socket for the words resistance
thermometer connection, monitoring system, and pin, respectively
(see figure 24)

(d) If both junction box and monitoring system contain electrical
connector cable entrance confIguration, the following procedure
shall be used. The extension wire shall be checked by using
either steps (1) through (5) or steps (1) and (6) through (8),
then followed with steps (9) through (14) Steps (6) through (8)
are preferred and shall be the steps used when cable shield or
ship’s piping ground is sufficient. Steps (1) through (5) are
less preferred since a short circuit between two wires in the

●

●

●
✌
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cable (an unacceptable condition) would be interpreted
incorrectly as an acceptable continuity condition. Steps (9)
through (11) shall be used to ensure that the extension wire is
ungrounded.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(lo)

(11)

(12)

(13)

o

The electrical connector plugs shall be removed from the
electrical connector receptacles in both the junction box
and monitoring system.
For the electrical connector plug on the ❑onitoring system
end, any two pim shall be connected together with a patch
cord.
For the electrical connector plug on the junction box end, a
check shall be made for continuity by touching ohmmeter lead
wires and sockets together, aa ahovn on figure 24.

A reading betveen O and 10 ohms indicateacontinuity.
If some or all readings show discontinuity, continuity of
each individual extension wire shall be checked by using the
procedure specified in atepa (6) and (7) (as illustrated on
figure 26).

For the electrical connector plug on the ❑onitoring system
end, one pin shall be attached to ground using a patch cord.
For the electrical comector plug on the junction box end,
one ohmmeter lead wire shall be connected co ground and the

other ohmmeter lead wire shall be touched to each socket,

one at a time, as shown on figure 26.
A reading becveen O and 10 ohms ldentifiea the correct pin in
the electrical connector plug at one end of the extension
wire that corresponds to the socket in the electrical
connector plug at the other end of the extension wire. This
step also aervea as a continuity check.

At the monitoring system end of the extension wire cable,
ensure that the electrical connector plug ia disconnected
from the ❑ating electrical connector receptacle.

At the junction box end of the extension wire cable, touch
one ohmmeter lead wire co each socket on the electrical
connector plug, one at a time, aa ahovn on figure 24. I%e
ocher ohmmeter lead wire shall be in contact with the
ground.

An infinite resistance reading shall indicate an ungrounded
eztensfon wire.

If the electrical connector plug has three or more pins,
steps (2) and (3), scapa (6) and (7) or steps (9) and (10),
as appropriate, shall be repeated for the other extension
wires in the cable.
If extension wires show discontinuity:

A check for broken wire shall be made (see figure 25).
:: A check for reversal of wires shall be made (see figure

25).
c. A check for an incomplete ground path shall be made (see

figure 25).
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d. Solder joints and electrical connections (pins and
sockets) shall be checked to ensure proper electrical
and mechanical continuity.

e. A check for corrosion shall be ❑ade.

(14) If continuity is found in the electrical connector or in the
extension wire, the last two items of step (13) shall be
checked.

5.6.2.5 Junction box continuity check. Junction box continuity shall be
checked in accordance with 5.6.2 .5.1 and 5.6.2.5.2.

5.6.2 .5.1 Junction box with stuffine tube cable entrance confieuratiou.
junction box has the stuffing tube cable entrance configuration on both sides,
the terminal board shall be checked for continuity.

(a) Extension wires shall be removed from the junction box terminal
board binding screws. Using an ohmmeter, the pair of binding
screws shall be touched on each terminal lug with the ohmmeter
lead wires as shown on figure 26.

(b) Reading should be O ohms to indicate a closed circuit.

If

5.6.2 .5.2 Junction box with electrical connector cable entrance
confieur~. If both sides of the junction box have the electrical connector
cable entrance confimratlon. the followinj?procedure shall be used. The
junction box shall b: checked by first usi~g”either steps (a) through (e) or
steps (a) and (f) through (h), then by following with steps (i) through (n)
Steps (f) through (h) are preferred and shall be the steps used when cable shield
or ship’s ground is sufficient. Steps (a) through (e) are less preferred since a
short circuit between two wires (an unacceptable condition) would be interpreted
incorrectly as an acceptable continuity condition. Steps (i) through (n) shall
be used to ensure that the extension wire is ungrourided.

(a) Extension wire electrical connector plugs shall be removed from
the electrical connector receptacles on the junction box.

(b) For the electrical connector receptacle on one side of the
junction box, two pins in one of the electrical connector
receptacles shall be attached together using patch cord.

(c) For the electrical connector receptacle on other side of junction
box, continuity shall be checked by touching ohmmeter lead wires
and sockets together as shovn on figure 26.

(d) A resistance reading between O and 10 ohms indicates continuity.
(e) If some or all readings show discontinuity, continuity of wires

connecting the electrical connector receptacles of both sides of
junction box shall be checked by using the following procedure as
specified in steps (f) and (g) (as illustrated on figure 26).

(f) On one side of junction box, one pin of electrical connector
receptacle shall be connected to ground using a patch cord.

(g) At other side of junction box, one ohmmeter lead wire shall be
connected to ground and the other ohmmeter lead wire shall be
touched to each socket, one at a time, as shovn on figure 26.

,
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(h) A reading between O and 10 ohms identifiesthe pin in the
electrical connector plug at the monitoring system end that
corresponds to the socket in the electrical connector plug at the
resistance thermometer end. This reading also serves as a
continuity check.

(i) At the monitoring system end of the junction box, emure that the
mating electrical comector plug is discomected from the
electrical connector receptacle.

(j) At the resistance thermometer end of the junction box, touch one
ohmmeter lead wire to each socket on the electrical connector
plug, one at a time, as shovn on figure 26. The Other O-eter
lead wire shall be in contact with the ground.

(k) An infinite resistance reading shall indicace an ungrounded wire
path.

(1) If the electrical connector receptacle has three or more pim
sockets), steps (b) and (c), steps (f) and (g), or steps (i) and
(j), as appropriate, shall be repeated for the other pins
sockets) in the electrical connector receptacle.

(m) If discontinuity is found in electrical connector:

(1) A check for broken wire shall be made (see figure 27).
(2) A check for reversal of wires shall be msde (see figure 27).
(3) A check for an incomplete ground path shall be made (see

figure 27).
(4) Soldar joints and electrical connections (pins and sockets)

shall be checked to ensure proper electrical and ❑echanical
continuity.

(5) A check for corrosion shall be made.

(n) If continuity is found in the electrical connector, the last tvo
items in step (m) shall be checked.

6. NOTES

(T31issection contains information of a general or explanatory nature that
may be helpful, but is not mandatory. )

6.1 wended use. This handbook contains requirements for the selection,
installation and troubleshooting of thermocouple sensors and resistance ther.
momecers constructed in accordance with 141L.T-2h388.

6.2 -e of Do~. When this handbook is used in acquisition, the issue
of the DoDISS to be applicable to this solicitation must be cited in this
solicitation (sea 2.1.1).
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6.3 Subiect term (kev word) lis t~.

Babbitt

Bare bulb configuration

Smbedded configuration

Ohmmeter

Potentiometer

1988

Preparing activity:
Navy - SH
(Project 6685-N791)
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i’-l— S= NOTEI

a

P+!-l

l.A&E
~:~:cONNECTION HEAOEXIE-
,,
1,!1

lNERMOCOU~E SENSCW
RfslSIANCflHERMOMEfW

)

THERMOCOUPLESEMSOR/ THERbIOCOJPLESENSOR)

RESISTANCE THERMOMETER RESISTANCE THERMOMETER

ASSEMELY

NOTSS :
1. Top of connection head extension and bottom of washer must be on same

d8tun line.
2. Resi.seancethermometer or thermocouple sensor tip is compressed against

bottom of r,hermr.well.
3. See figure 11 for an application of installation.

SH 132316718

FIGURE 1. llt9~IYell ~v
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CONNECTING<
WIRES

MEASURING

JUNCTION

THERMOCOUPLE

SENSOR

CONNECTING
WIRE

( RED EXTERNAL
INSULATION)

-CONNECTING
WIRES

RESISTANCE
THERMO-
METER

–ELEMENT

RESISTANCE
THERMOMETER ~

~ For bare bulb configuration, the resistance thermometer with nickel
will have two connecting wires.

SH 132316719

element

FIGURE 2. Components for thermowell and bare bulb confieuration.
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)

BANANA PLUG PATCH CORD

PIN ADAPTER

SOCKET ADAPTER

)

m
SPADE LUG ADAPTER

SH 132316720

FIGURE 3. ~.

‘)
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r PLUG
~THERMOWELL

cTHERMOWELL

I+iH / ‘Os’
- ‘W%iw

‘PIPING

SH 132316721

FIGURE 4. Pive DIUE nrotection for thennowell bore.
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)

u

U2s NEx P-

M
I

uFULLY AWEALEO
COPPER OASKET

.T6S DIA

NoTEs’:
(I)BARE BIA.B 7wE RESSTANCETHERWETER ANOTHERNWOLPLESENSORSHEATISSARE

COWTRIXTEO IN ONE PIECE.THECOWWURATIONFUNTHS~ECTOf! RECEP7A~E
~TIW SHALLBEEOUMLENT TOMSSI02R-ISS-SP FORTYPEK TNERMOCOUllE
SENSORSAM RE9STANCETHERMOMETERSWITHNICKELELENENTS TK CONFIGURATION

FOR 7NE CONNECTOR RECEPTACLE PoR7W4 SNALL SE EOU~LENT 70 MSY02R-14S - 7 P
FOR RESISTANCE T_NERMOMEIERS WITH FLATINUM ELEMENTS.

Q) TNIS WSKET MUSTBE INSTALLEO
OUFNNOTHERMOCOUPLESENS#f/
ftESISTANCETHERMOMETER

#z%z%

INSTALLATION. I )’ ,/..:. \ ~

3Ypical bare bulb

configuration

installation.

SH 132316722
)
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G

SHEATH
SYSTEM

“mEM,,m (CONSOLE)

+JUNCTION “aEs *‘+

JUNCTION

,.-

SHEATH

RESISTANCE
;;~W~;iETER

1 -1

TERMINAL TERMINAL ( OPTIONAL)
BOARO BOARD

BINDIN

m
ELECTRI@L
cONNECTOR

SH 132316726

e

k SCREW
I TYPICAL)

EL ECTRl~L
i J

$~F44EC10R
(OPTIONAL)

r
r w.

MONITORING

SYSTEM

Bare bulb configuration

FICUKE 7.
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●✎✏

MONITORING
CONNECTING EXTENSION+— EXTJ ~;J~N SYSTEM

WIRES
+ ●1 “RES ‘ ‘JUNCTION‘‘ 4 +

r. :.; ~,_ BOX (I It-
SHEATH (CONSOLE)

TERMINAL ( OPTIONAL)
BOARD

riimiil
CONNECTING ~ R-+ ~

EXTEN:;~ DTENSION

WIRES
R #N;Cl~N WIRES

/ 1 R

p-q+ — ‘~OR~ 1) ‘ w

\ ( b

Sti EATH w+ ~ ,
‘w c ‘‘w

TERMINAL
(OPTIONAL)

BOARD

Embedded configuration.

SH 132316724

FICUKE 7. ~stallation of extension wires - Continued.
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TERMINAL eoARo
BINOING SCREW
(TypICAL)

CONNECT CHROME CONNECT CHROMEL

CONNECTING WIRE EXTENSION WIRE

LEAO HERE. LEAO HERE.

CONNECT ALWEL CONNECT ALUMEL

(UNETICl MAGNETIC)
CONNECTING WIRE EXTENSION WIRE

LEAO HERE. LEAO HERE.

Terminal board for thermocouple sensor.

-TERMINAL BOARO

CONNECTING WIRE

LEAOS ATTACH
HERE.

I

Terminal board for resistance thermometer.

BINOING SCREW

[TYPICAL)

J
-CONNECT EXTENSION

WIRE LEAOS HERE.

SH 132316725

FICUKE 8.
~.
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)

~~commord tma13

CONNECTION HEAO
%“

EXTENSION

NOTE : Tip “bottoming“ on thermovell

SH 132316728

FIGURE 11. in Diving svstem.

)
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BACK

SH 132316729

FIGURE 12. Construction of tvul cal beam.
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)

o

●

3/16”’DEEP GROOVE

SEE CAUTION
IN 5.5. f4(t)

THER
RESI

)

SH 132316730

FIGURE 13. ment of embedded ch rmocouulesensorlresi.scance

-~e”
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‘2
T@=

T Q!
00

43006‘00600
o“

ELECTRICAL

TERMINAL BCIARD -

H RI ‘-l-ExTENs’ONw’RE

THERMOCOUPLE SENSOR/
RESISTANCE THERMOMETER
CONNECTING WIRE

BEARING HOUSING

SH 132316731

FIGURE 14. Connecting wire connections.
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.250 z:;;;

OVER TINNING
OR PLATING

7 w r“”~~n

Kfpte
,10::: TIN PLATEO

TIP ANO 0.0.

(A) THERMOCOUPLE SENSOR/ RESISTANCE THERMOMETER

1/32 X 1/32 CHAMFER IN STEEL PLUS
45° CHAMFER IN BABBITT LAYER

BABBITT LAy ER

(B)

.1875 ( 3/16’’ ORl LL)J

PuOOLE BABBITT OvER
THERMOCOUPLE SENSOR/
RESISTANCE THERMOMETER -
AND BLEND SURFACE.

(c)
RETAIN C~NECllNG
WIRES IN GROOVE
WITH A POTTING

FUZSI:; COM POUND.

SH 132316732

FIGURE 15. rmocour.le thermometer ins&sllaciOo

~.

)

)
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SH 132316733
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FIGURE 16. P1acement of corm ectinz vir es throueh the bearing.
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)

SH 132316736

FIGURE 17. Smoo th cuddled surface fl.~ babb~ surface of beam.w

H

_—. —
-=-.

L
SH 132316735

FIGIRE 18. ouole senso~esistariss
~ with DO~.

)
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COMPONENT

A. cONTACTS : 2 TYPES

(SOCKET ANO PIN)

(1)

12)

SOCKET {SOLOEREO)

PIN lSOLOEREO)

(3) SOCKET (cRIMPED)

(4) PIN [cRIMPEO)

B. ELECTRICAL CONNE~RS: 2 TYPES

(PLUG ANo RECEPTACLE)

(1) ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR PLUG

(0. ). PLWG WITH SOCKETS

(b) PLUG wITH PINS

(2) ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR RECEPTACLE

(0) RECEPTACLE WITH SOCKF

(b) RECEPTACLE WITHP INS

SKETCH

l——

a-.---
m---.. --

ENERIC
EPRESENTATION 9

U HAN0800K

o

0

CB

SH 132316736

FIG~E 19. Co* figurations for electrical connectors. d
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GENERIC

COMPONENT SKETCH
REPRESENTATION .
IN HANDBOOK

(C)TEST POINT PLUG
I

(d) TEST POINT JACK
m

m

e )

SH 132316736

FI~E 19. ~ - COntinued.

)
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MONITORING

SYSTEM
EXTENSION WIRE

+“

‘:~~:L THERMOWELL AND EMBEDDED CONFIGURATION

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
RECEPTACLE m

aw&==J
ELECTRICAL CONNECrOR

PLUG

BARE BULB CONFIGURATION

In!● -
CHROMEL (+) 1-

TERMINAL
BOARO THERMOWELL AND EMBEDDED

I
CONFIGURATION

I WNITORINCI
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR

REcEPTACLE

4

SYSTEM

~ m ,L~F .

SH 132316737

J=u-!9 FE$-(+).~
ELECTRlp~u#NNECTOR

BARE BULB CONFIGURATION

DOUBLE REVERSAL

d
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CONNECTION
HEAD THERMOCOUPLE

TROUBLESHOOTING

~a

-8 +
+ bb

MILLIVOLT
POTENTIOMETER

EXTENSION

ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR
RECEPTACLE

=

;C&t4ECTOR MILLIVOLT
PoTENTIOMETER

SH 132316738

FICUSE 21.

81

Bare bulb configuration.

. .
CONNECTING 1 TFFNJBLE
WIRES I*— + ●!

ImY “-““ ‘“7” F=
11~ II L

SHEATH
66

TERMINAL
BOARD

MILLIVOLT
POTENTIOM~ER

Embedded configuration

)
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0

—!

“--”-6 ‘+ .MONITORING
‘xw’aioNJUNCTIONaW?R&N SYSTEM

@@
1+

Xm x}r
!— ●-

00
!
/
LMILLIvOLT

POTENTIOMETER

J(p’ ‘-
~ @+ MONITORING

SYSTEM
● g: +-.
●-+

0-0 TROUBLESHOOTING
WIRES

I

LMILLIVOLT

POTENTIOMETER

SH 132316739

FIGURE 22. ~ s stem c eck. d
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●

o

THERMOCOUPLE SENSOR OR RESISTANCE THERMOMETER

CONNECT ION10 MONITORING SYSTEM

c)8

THERMOCOUPLE SENSOR OR RESISTANCE THERMOMETER

&coNN~uNcT,o’

JUNCTION BOX TO MONITORING SYSTEM

ITEM DESIGNATORS : ~ THERMOCOUPLE SENSOR

8

2 -EXTENSION WIRE

3 JUNCTION BOX

B
4 MONITORING SYSTEM

5 PLUG

6 RECEPTACLE

7 PIN

@ SOCKET

SH 132316740

FIGURE 23. Qtder co oe~ wire co~v check.
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—CABLE SHIELD~
OHMMETER

f
OR SHIP’S

PIPING OHMMEfER

.

TERMINAL BOARD OR
TERM INAL BOARO OR
ELECTRICAL

ELECTRICAL
CW4NECTOR PLUG

CON NECTOR PLUG

OHMMETER

a

6

: Q,

~TER~lNAL ~o~D OR

ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR PLUG

LTERMINAL goARo OR

ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR PLUG

CABLE SHIELD —
OHMMETER

OR SHIP’S
PIPING OHMM~R

I

I
WIRES

TERM INAL B~RO OR

ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL
CON NECTO R PLUG

CONNECTOR PLU3

SH 132316741

FIGURE 24. Extension wire cOntinuitv check.
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TERMINAL BOARD OR
OHMMETER

CONNECTOR PLUG

(
\

-.
PATCH CORO

Broken wire.

LTERM lN~ BOARD OR

ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR PLUG

OliMMETER

—CABLE SHIELD OHMMETER
OR SHIP’S LEADwIRES

PIPING n

f I ‘
6

I ) EXTENSION

\*; a

1
~

~TERMINAL BOARDOR L
ELECTRICAL

TERMINAL 8oARooR
ELECTRICAL

CONNECTOR PLUG Wire reversal. CONNECTOR PLUG

OHMMETER

PATCH CORO _CAf3LE SHIELLI OHMMETER
OR SHIPoS LEAOWl RES a

PIPING

1‘
6

\ ‘

} EXTENSION( \ wIRES

\*: ) ( u

1’

,
-=- ---- 1-=- ~-

TERM~NAL BOAROOR TERM”INAL80AR0 OR
~LECTRICAL ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR PLuG

Incomplete ground path. CONNECTOR PLUG

SH 1323167f12

FIGURE 25. three-wire con~.
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●

o

Stuffing tube cable entrance configuration.

SH 132316743

FIGURE 26. Junctionbox three-wirecontinu~tvcheck.
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JUNCTION
BOX

OHMMETER
,

tza
6

r>
%

PATCH \ f~

Y+

4 Q
CORD

‘>

ELECTRICAL z = ELECTRICAL

CONNECTOR
L.

CONNECTOR
RECEPTACLE RECEPTACLE

Electrical connector cable entrance configuration.

OHMMETER

“ =“-,

~:q

ELE,,~,AL/q~, ...........
CONNECTOR

-- . . -------

RECEPTACLE RECEPTACLE
L, UNNLL IUR

Electrical connector cable entrance configuration

‘HMMETER

=’IC2
JUNfllON

BOX

o

\-v.*

~EUZCntCAL
CON NECIOR
RECEPTACLE

Electrical connector cable entrance configuration.

SH 132316743

0 FICURE 26. - Continued.
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~ OHMMETER

BOX OHMMETER
LEAOWIRES

PATCH CORD

“/-=_===

! -~ — —————

ELECTRICAL Y-- ~

CONNECTOR
CONNECTOR

RECEPTACLE
~ RECEPTACLE

PATCH CORD

/&~
I *~_

\-

ELECTRICAL 2

CONNECTOR
z

RECEPTACLE

Broken wire.

1JUNCTION
Box OHMMETER

LEADWIRES

1

OHMMETER

IE221

~L ELECTRICAL
1

= CONNECTOR
RECEPTACLE

Wire reversal.

—

ELECTRICAL ‘. _._&
~ ~ Electrical —

CONNECTOR
CONNECTOR

—.
RECEPTACLE

e RECEPTACLE

Incomplete ground path.

SH 132316744

FIGURE 27. Reasons for discontinuity.
two-wire conf Leuration.
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)

MONITORING

EXTENSION WIRES
SYSTEM

‘ IR (CONSOLE)
+W
4‘w

~TERMINAL
BOAR D

Thermowell and embedded configurations,

[

SHEATH

ELECTRICAL
CO;;:;TOR

SH 1323167L5

o

wEXTENSION
A() ==.

B(I =:.
WIRES

co :_-:

ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR
RECEPTACLE

—

SYSTEM

Bare bulb configuration.

FICURE 28. ~ rev~l of w~
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-.

\

c&~ECT 10N

BOARO

I I

klsHEATH

Thermowell

m
ELECTRICAL
CON#~f:OR

-$E=S
ELECTRICAL OHMMETER

CONNECTOR LEAOWIRES
RECEPTACLE

OIGITAL
OHMMETER

configuration.

Bare bulb configuration.

[=-l-=+ \
+W

SHEATH -f @w”;

OHM METER
4

TERMINAL LEAO WIRES
BOARD OIGITAL

OHMMETER

SH 132316746

Embedded configuration.

FIGURE 29. Resistancethemomet= check.
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.)

DECADE BOX
&xmwcw- -ExTOJSION-/

WIRE JUNCTION WIRE

Box MONllVRING

=Ga A A A
Xmo X1O x1 X,1

)

DECADE BOX

_:wmcm
mGAA AA

MONITORING

Xloo Xlo xl X.1 SYSTEM. .

. Jyfiw’”

L

wlf=~—- “

SH 132316747

FIGURE 30.
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